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ABSTRACT

This report is a discussion of use-wear analysis conducted on an experimental tool
assemblage (n=36), and a sample o f lithic artifacts (n-114) from component I of the
Walker Road archaeological site (WR-CI). WR-CI is a Late Pleistocene human
occupation site located in the Nenana Valley of Alaska, that is assigned to the Nenana
complex (Goebel and Hamiltonl999). The experimental basis for this project, in
combination with the results of other use-wear studies, is employed to infer the functions
of the tools from the WR-CI sample.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Purpose
This project is the study of use-wear attributes found on experimental lithic tools
(n=36), and a sample of lithic artifacts (n=l 14) from component I of the Walker Road site
(WR-CI). WR-CI is assigned to the Nenana complex. Four dates on charcoal samples
from WR-CI hearths fall between approximately 11,800 and 11,000 B.P. (Goebel 1990).
Use-wear analysis of this collection has the potential to allow us to infer some of the
human activities associated with these early inhabitants of interior Alaska.
By observing the dependent variable of usewear, caused by the independent
variable of tool use, we can better infer the functional possibilities of tools from
archaeological sites.
If the goal o f archaeology is to explicate and explain differences and
similarities in past human behavior, then we must at least know what
behavior (activities) archaeological remains represent (Hayden and
Kamminga 1979:1).
1.2 Research questions and hypothesis testing
The main research question being addressed in this study is; do the tools of the
WR-CI sample exhibit discemable use-wear attributes? Additional questions are; can the
use-wear attributes be inferred as being task-specific, and if so, what is the spatial
distribution of the inferred functional groups? The hypothesis to be tested experimentally
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is; when a tool is used in a specific manner on a class of materials, it will result in usewear attributes which are diagnostic o f the activity and class of materials worked. In
essence if “X”, then “Y.” The hypothesis will be refuted if the tools do not show
differential use-wear attributes resulting from specific tasks.
1.3Description o f use-wear analysis
When a stone tool is used it accrues damage to its working edge. This use-wear is
displayed by a variety of fractures, striations, edge rounding, and sometimes by the
creation of polish on the artifact’s surfece. Specific activities have been demonstrated to
have specific use-wear signatures (Keeley and Newcomer 1977; Odell 1996; Rousseau
1992; Semenov 1964; Smith 1996).
By observing the attributes o f use-wear, and comparing it to use-wear on tools
whose function is known, it is possible to infer the most probable function of the tool
(Odell 1996; Keeley 1980). By inferring the functions of the individual tools in an artifact
collection from a particular site, it is possible to infer a range of human activities
performed at the site in the past. Observing the spatial distribution of tools can infer
whether or not task-specific activity areas exist (Odell 1999). For discussions of how usewear differs from morphological typology to infer the functions of stone tools see (Hayden
1984,1986; Keeley 1980; Keeley and Newcomer 1977; Odell 1977,1996; Odell and
Odell-Vereecken 1980; Tringham 1971).
1.4 Experimental Design
This project incorporates an experimental study of the creation of use-wear on the
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edges o f stone tools. The results of this study are used in combination with the results of
other experimental use-wear studies to better understand the wear found on the tools of
the WR-CI sample. The experiments consist of four activities involving seven
experimental tasks. For a detailed description of the experiments and results, see chapter
4.
1.5 Dataanalysis
The functional variables identified during analysis were recorded for the
experimental tools and the WR-CI tools. These variables were entered into the 10.00
SPSS program and subjected to hierarchical cluster analysis. The cluster analysis
elucidated groups of tools in the data based on the suites of attributes recorded for each
artifact. Since the actual functions o f the experimental tools are known, it is possible to
evaluate the proficiency of the variables chosen for the cluster analysis to elucidate
functional groups. This procedure proved to be approximately 75% effective for this
purpose in the experimental groups. This allowed a basis for the inference that
hierarchical cluster analysis may elucidate functional groups from the WR-CI data.
The manner in which the use-wear attributes were clustered into groups for the
WR-CI sample was compared to the experimental results and to other experimental
studies to infer tool function. This resulted in the identification of generalized functional
tool groups, that can be used to infer possible human activities at the site in the past.
1.6 Assumptions about the data
In order for the results of this study to be reliable, the following assumptions for
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this project must be met.
1) The experimental activities, tools, raw materials, and the results of other usewear studies are an appropriate base for inferential arguments for the WR-CI
sample.
•

2) In general, Use-wear attributes were correctly identified and recorded for both
data sets.

•

3) Hierarchical cluster analysis is an appropriate method of analysis for this study.
4) Stone tools from WR-CI exhibit traces of use-wear.
5) Different tool functions are represented in the WR-CI data.
6) Use-wear attributes for WR-CI represent actual tool use, and not other damage.
7) The sample of artifacts used in this study are generally representative of the
WR-CI artifact collection.

1.7 Significance o f the results
The significance of this research is established by the fact that use-wear analysis
has not been performed on any Nenana complex assemblages in the past. Compared to
later archaeologically defined occupations throughout North America, there are a low
number of archaeological sites dating to the Late Pleistocene/Early Holocene. Any human
activity we can identify from this time period is important to our understanding of Alaskan
and eastern Beringian archaeology, and to the North American archaeological record as
well. It is hoped that this study can be replicated by future researchers on other Late
Pleistocene/Early Holocene sites. This facilitates the creation of a comparative database
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that will add to our understanding of the interior Alaskan archaeological record, while also
making a contribution to the field of lithic use-wear research.
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CHAPTER 2
Site Setting: Environmental and Archaeological Context
2.1 Beringia
During the period of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), circa 25,000 to 13,000
years ago, large amounts of the earth’s moisture was frozen in a myriad of glacial types
R ising world sea levels to drop. Siberia and Alaska were connected by a land mass
exposed by the draining of most of the shallow Bering, Chukchi, and East Siberian Seas
(Hopkins 1982).
In its most geographically extensive incarnation the term Beringia refers to a
landmass which extended from the Lena River Basin in Siberia, to the Mackenzie River in
Canada, where its eastern border was delineated by the Cordilleran and Laurentide ice
sheets (Hopkins 1982). Glacial conditions peaked circa 20,000 to18,000 years B.P.
(Soffer and Gamble 1990), and slowly warmed with minor fluctuations until approximately
11,000 to 10,000 years ago allowing the water held in ice masses to melt, and again
submerge much of Beringia under shallow seas (Elias et al. 1992). The end of these full
glacial conditions heralded the transition from the Pleistocene Ice Age to the warmer
Holocene epoch (Bates and Jackson 1987; Hopkins 1973).
2.2 Glaciation
In eastern Beringia, now Central Alaska, the waning years of the Late Wisconsin
glaciation saw no less than four glacial readvances in the north-central Alaska Range near
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the Walker Road site (Bigelow 1997; Hamilton 1994; Ten Brink and Waythomas 1985).
These readvances have been named Mckinley Park (MP) I through IV (Ten Brink and
Waythomas 1985). MP-III was a strong glacial advance circa 12,800 to 11,800 years
B.P. It was cut short by an equally strong warming event between 11,800 to 10,500 years
B.P. This interstadial has been described as an “Almost catastrophic ice disintegration and
extremely rapid glacier retreat... which culminated with climatic conditions approximating
those of the present” (Ten Brink and Waythomas 1985:1). The interstadial between MPIII and MP-IV is important to note for this thesis because it is during this time that people
first inhabited the Walker Road site, circa 11,800-11,000 years B.P. (Goebel 1990).
2.3 Paleoecology
The debate of Pleistocene Beringian paleoenvironments is centered around two
main views (Bigelow 1997). One view, based on palynological studies, states the
environment of Beringia was dominated by an arctic tundra (Colinvaux 1996; Richie and
Cwynar 1982). The competing idea conceives Pleistocene Beringia as a steppe grassland,
termed the mammoth steppe (Guthrie 1982). This view was generated by the existence of
paleontological remains of large numbers of grazing herbivores (Guthrie 1982,1990,
Guthrie et al. 2001). The three most dominant species being “Mammuthus, Bison, and
Equus” (Guthrie 1982:308). The mammoth steppe extended eastward from western
Europe, across northern Asia, and terminated in the area of western Yukon (Guthrie
1982).
Although few researchers have ever really argued for a strict homogeneous
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environment, be it tundra or steppe, the emerging view of Beringia is a mosaic of habitats,
seasonality, and moisture environs ranging from mesic [moist] to xeric [arid] (Guthrie
1984; Young 1982).
2.4 Environmental context o f the Walker Road locality
Pollen analysis of lake cores from Windmill Lake, located approximately 30 km
south of the Walker Road site, contained identifiable pollen types from the general time
frame (11,700-9,600 B.P.) of the human occupation of WR-CI (Bigelow 1997). The
frequencies of pollen types in the cores showed high frequencies of
weaker signatures of

(Birch), with

lSiaxW
( illow), Artemesia (Sagebrush and Wormwood), Cyperaceae

(Sedge Family), and Poaceae (Grass Family) (Bigelow 1997). The higher frequencies of
Betula may be attributed to the feet that it is a “prolific” pollen producer (Bigelow
1997:50), and not that it was a dominant feature of the Nenana Valley vegetation.
WR-CI has not yielded any identifiable fauna! remains, however, other
archaeological sites of comparable age found in the Nenana and Tanana Valleys have. The
two components of the Dry Creek site (circa 11,100-9,300 B.P.) produced Dali sheep
(Ovis dalli), wapiti (

Cervuscanadensis), and steppe bison

(Hoffecker et

al. 1996:345). The two lowest cultural levels of the Broken Mammoth site (circa 11,50010,700 B.P.) contained “bison, elk, caribou, small rodents, ground squirrel, snowshoe
hare, possible otter, swans, geese, ducks, other birds... and fish (salmonoids).” (Holmes
1996:314).
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2.5 Archaeological context o f eastern Beringia, and the Walker Road site
If there is a topic relating to late Pleistocene Beringia upon which there is less
agreement than the paleoenvironmental issues, it is the archaeological record. In general,
the archaeological debates are centered around four themes: (1) the chronology, modes,
and routes, of Beringian human colonization (Anderson and Gillam 2000; Dixon 1999,
Dillehay 2000; Hoffecker et al. 1993), (2) the identification of archaeological predecessors
for eastern Beringia in the Old World (Derev’anko 1978,1998; Dikov 1978,1993; Goebel
and Slobodin 1999; Hoffecker et al. 1993; West 1996; Yi and Clark 1985), (3) the
archaeological significance of variations in tool technology (Dixon 1999; Holmes 2000;
Goebel et al. 1991; Powers and Hoffecker 1989), and (4) the degree of relatedness the
eastern Beringian archaeological record has with the early Paleoindian record of the
continental United States and southern Canada (Dixon 1999; Dumond 1980; Goebel et al.
1991; Kunz and Reanier 1994; Soffer and Paslov 1993).
There is strong archaeological evidence, that northwest North America was
initially colonized by migrants from northeast Asia (Dixon 1999; Gamble 1993; Hoffecker
et al. 1993). Although the exact timing is in doubt, people migrated eastward across
Beringia, either along the coast, or across the mammoth steppe (Dixon 1999; Hoffecker et
al. 1993). Archaeological evidence indicates people arrived in Central Alaska by 11,80012,000 years ago (Hamilton and Goebel 1999).
Artifects found at the Campus site, located on the University of Alaska campus in
Fairbanks, provided one of the first archaeological links between Asia and North America
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(Mobley 1996; Nelson 1935). The artifacts were wedge-shaped microblade cores similar
to the Gobi type, identified by Nelson during the Central Asiatic Expeditions (Andrews
1926; Nelson 1935). These small cores were used to produce numbers of small blades
which were then inset into composite tools, such as spear and dart points (Dixon 1999).
In northeast Asia these artifacts have a time depth which stretches back at least 18,000
years (Mochanov 1978; Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996; Yi and Clark 1985). Although
the Campus site is much younger than originally thought, other sites in Alaska containing
microblade technology are dated to as early as circal 1,700 B.P. (Holmes et al. 1996).
These early North American microblade bearing sites have been grouped under the
umbrella of the Denali complex (West 1967). West concluded that the Denali complex
was an archaeological descendant of the Dyuktai culture of Siberia and northeast Asia
(Mochanov 1996; West 1996). The broadly defined Dyuktai culture may in feet
encompass more than one archeological culture (Yi and Clark 1985). The Denali complex
may be related to one, and not all of them.
W.R. Powers et al. discovered an archaeological component stratigraphically
below a 10,600 year old Denali complex component at the Dry Creek site (Powers et al.
1983). This lower culture bearing unit, dated to 11,120 years B.P., contained an artifact
assemblage which lacked the signature microblade technology of the Denali complex
(Powers et al. 1983). Succeeding excavations in the Nenana Valley revealed three sites
with similar artifact assemblages to Dry Creek component I. These assemblages repeatedly
pre-dated the previously identified Denali complex and were determined to be
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technologically different enough to be given their own “separate local designation”
(Powers and Hoflfecker 1989:278), this designation was termed the Nenana complex
(1989). Morphological tool classes found in the Nenana complex assemblages include:
bifeces, triangular and lanceolate points, end scrapers, side scrapers, retouched blades and
flakes, cobble tools, perforators, and wedges (Goebel 1990:165; Powers and Hoffecker
1989:278).
Dates for the Nenana complex, ranging from 11,800-11,000 years B.P. (Hamilton
and Goebel 1999), group earlier in time than the Denali complex, circa 10,600-8,000 years
B.P. (West 1975; Powers and Hoffecker 1989). There are microblade bearing sites such
as Swan Point (circa 11,700 years B.P.), however, that overlap with dates for the Nenana
complex (Holmes et al. 1996). Further complicating matters is the possibility that recycled
carbon contamination returned spurious dates o f samples from the Nenana Valley for
archaeological and geological sites (Thorson 1990; Thorson and Hamilton 1977; Bigelow
1997). The combination of these problems leads to the suggestion by some researchers
that the lack of microblades in artifact assemblages may not be an suitable criterion for the
Nenana complex (Holmes 2000).
...Nenana Complex sites do not have evidence of microblades. Although
this phenomena appears confusing, differences in assemblage composition
may reflect differences in site habitat function, or seasonality. (Holmes
2000:5)
While some have argued the validity of the Nenana complex others have pointed to
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the Nenana complex as a possible progenitor, or close relative, of the Paleoaxnerican
cultures to the south (Goebel et al. 1991; Hoffecker et al.1993; Powers and Hoffecker
1989).

Figure 1: Map showing the location of the Walker Road site, from Bigelow (1991).
2.6 History o f Research at the Walker Road Site
The Walker Road site was discovered in 1980 by J.F. Hoffecker during the
archaeological survey for the North Alaska Range Early Man Project (Hoffecker and
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Powers 1983). The site is located in the Nenana Valley of Central Alaska near the town
of Healy. The site lies approximately 100 meters above the Nenana River. It is situated
on a south facing bluff formed by the stream cut of Cindy and James Creek, and offers a
southerly panoramic view o f the Nenana River flood plain (Goebel 1990; Higgs 1992).
Hoffecker’s initial testing revealed deeply buried cultural material. Hoffecker and
W.R. Powers returned to the site and continued testing in 1984. Testing revealed a hearth
which produced a radiocarbon date of about 11,800 years old (Goebel 1990). Excavation
took place at the Walker Road site from 1985-1989 under the direction of W.R. Powers.
The five years of successive excavation revealed three artifact clusters, two of which were
associated with hearths. These hearths provided three dates that placed the early
occupation of Walker Road circa 11,000-11,300 years B.P. (Goebel 1990).
[the lithic] industry has been ascribed to the Nenana complex, due to its
age and its technological and typological similarities with the Dry Creek
component I assemblage. (Hamilton and Goebel 1999:162)
2 .7 Site Structure
The Walker Road site consists o f two archaeological deposits designated
component I and component H. Component II is a late Holocene manifestation and is not
included in this study (Goebel et al. 1991). Component I is the earliest occupation o f the
site dated circa 11,000-11,300 years B.P. Although a true living floor is not present at the
site, due to a relatively small amount o f cryoturbation (averaging about seven centimeters
o f vertical movement [Higgs 1992]), the artifacts were found in three discrete
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concentrations, labeled A, B, and C, (Higgs 1992), see Figure 2.

Figure 2: Lithic contour map of WR-CI, reproduced from Higgs (1992).
Cluster A appears semi-circular in outline, due to its location along the
terrace edge. Whether a considerable portion of this cluster has eroded is
unclear; however, veiy little redeposited debris has been found in the slope
deposit below. The hearth associated with this cluster was circular in
shape, unlined, and composed of charcoal, bone fragments, and red ochre.
Over 1,000 pieces of lithic debitage and 40 implements, including end and
side scrapers, perforators, cobble tools, retouched blades, and retouched
flakes surround the hearth. Two anvil stones were recovered 1.5 m north
of the hearth feature. (Goebel 1990:10)
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Cluster B is located about 10 m north of the terrace edge, and is 5m in
diameter. Near the center of this lithic concentration was a bowl-shaped
hearth... This hearth was filled with unidentifiable bone fragments,
charcoal, and red ochre. Surrounding it were over 130 stone tools and
approximately 2,000 pieces of debitage. Among the tools recovered from
this cluster were end scrapers, side scrapers, wedges, planes, and Chindadn
points. (Goebel 1990:10)
Cluster C is only 1.5 m in diameter and consists chiefly of debitage from
one flaking event. No tools, charcoal, or bone were recovered from this
cluster. (Goebel 1990:9)
In 1992 A. Higgs completed an artifact refit study of the WR-CI lithic assemblage.
He discovered that the three artifact concentrations were indeed related to each other by
the refitting of stone tools and debitage (see Figure 3). His findings implied the artifact
concentrations were associated with each other, but he also cautioned that cryoturbation
processes have destroyed the actual living floor, thus the contemporaneity of the
association is in question (Higgs 1992).
2.8 Summary
Previous research performed on WR-CI sketches a picture of a temporary camp
occupied during the Late Pleistocene (Bigelow 1997; Goebel 1990; Higgs 1992). Like
other sites in the Nenana valley which date to this time frame, WR-CI is located on a high
river terrace which offered a generous view of the surrounding topography (Powers and
Hoffecker 1989). This could aid the occupants in the detection of game, and other human
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Figure 3: Lithic refit analysis conducted by Higgs (reproduced from Higgs 1992).

groups. Although identifiable faunal remains are lacking from WR-CI, evidence from other
sites in the region imply that the inhabitants had the potential to be broad based hunters
and gatherers (Hoffecker et al. 1993; Holmes 1996). Although the contemporaneity of
occupation is questionable, spatial analysis provides a basis for the inference that the three
artifact clusters are associated with one another (Higgs 1992). The lithic raw material
types present at the site suggest a reliance on locally occurring raw material for the
manufacture of most of their tools (Goebel 1990).
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Chapter 3
Discussion of Use-wear Analysis
3.1 Introduction
Lithic use-wear analysis involves the identification of traces of wear on stone tools
caused by use. These attributes have been strongly inferred by experimental replication
and are in a cause/effect relationship with the reality of tool use (Keeley 1974,1980;
Keeley and Newcomer 1977; Odell 1977,1996; Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980). By
observing the attributes of use-wear on stone artifacts it is possible to infer the most
probable function of a tool through comparative analysis with known damage patterns
arrived at through experimental tool use.
3.2 High Power and Low Power, approaches
There are two main schools of thought in use-wear analysis, these are the “high
power approach”, and the “low power approach” (Odell 1996). The high power approach
is used to discern microstriations and polish on stone tools using “high magnification light
microscopes (up to 500x)” (Keeley 1980:2), metallurgical binocular microscopes with
incident lighting, and in some cases the additional use of scanning electron microscopes.
Lack of the necessary amount of experience, time, money, and (as in the case of SEM) the
undesired effect of coating artifacts with metals, preclude me from using the high power
approach (Grace 1989; Keeley 1980; Odell 1996). This study employs the low power
approach which is best characterized as the study of flake scars and larger striations
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caused by tool use, at lOx-lOOx magnification with stereoscopic microscopes (Odell
1996:33). This method employs reflective lighting which allows the topography of the
tool’s surface and edge to take shape through contrast and shadow (Odell 1996:33).
3.3 Use-wear Attributes
The attributes used in use-wear analysis can be broken down into two groups,
abrasion damage and fracturing damage (Odell 1996), see Table 1 and Table 2.

Damage type

Description

Inference

Striations: Scratching

Described by their

Indicative of the direction

removals from a surface

orientation to the working

of tool movement

producing linear gouging

edge of the tool (Semenov

(Semenov 1964; Hayden

(Del Bene 1979).

1964).

1979).

Edge rounding: Attrition of Characterized as light or

Indicative of the direction

an edge which produces a

heavy depending on how

of tool movement, the class

rounded or smooth surface

much of the original edge

of material worked, and

(Odell 1996).

of the tool is still present

may be used to infer the

(Odell 1996).

length of use-life for a tool
(Hayden 1979; Odell
1996).

Polish: “Slow removal of

Often described on an

Indicative of the class of

surface material on a

ordinal scale from matte to

material worked

submicroscopic scale,

bright depending on how

(Kamminga 1979), may

leaving the surface shiny”

much light the polish

also be used to infer length

(Hayden 1979:xvii).

reflects (Odell 1996).

of use-life for a tool.

Fracturing damage encompasses a number of variables, however, for the purpose
of explanation I have chosen the three most discriminant as described by Odell (1996),
(see Table 2). These variables have been demonstrated to be indicative of tool function
through experimental studies by Odell (1977,1985,1996,1999), Odell and OdellVereecken (1980), Tomenchuck (1985), and Rousseau (1992).
Table 2: Description of fracturing damage.
Flake scar attributes Description

Inference

Scar termination

Describes the end point of a flake
removal on a piece of stone,
generally described as feather,
step, hinge, and snap (Hayden
1979; Odell 1996). For detailed
descriptions See Appendix F.

Indicative of the amount o f
force applied to the
working end of a tool, as
well as the hardness of the
material worked (Odell
1996).

Scar size

Ranked as small (<1 mm), medium
(<2 mm), large <4.9 mm, and
macro-break (>5 mm) (Odell
1996; Smith 1999).

Indicative of applied force,
hardness of the material
worked (Odell 1996), may
also infer pres/absence of
hafting (Crabtree and Davis
1968).

Scar distribution

distributions are commonly defined
as contiguous, close, uneven, and
clumped or aggregated (Odell
1996).

Often used to imply
whether patterning of
fracture damage is a
product of tool function or
other processes (Smith
2000).

3.4 Reliability
I have discussed the major variables that are assessed in use-wear analysis,
however, how do we know that use-wear analysis can accurately describe the functions of
stone tools? Blind test experimental studies have shown that use-wear analysis is a
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reliable means of inferring tool function.
Keeley and Newcomer (1977) used blind tests to test the accuracy o f the high
power approach for the correct inference of tool function (n=16). The results of their
tests are summarized in Table 3. Odell and Odell-Vereecken (1980) responded by
conducting blind tests of experimental stone tools using the low power approach (n=31).
Their results are summarized in Table 4.
IclU lC J . u r n i u tvo t

1------

Correctly identified
Used area of the piece

87.5%

Activity

15%

Worked Material

62.5%

Table 4: Blind test results for the low power approach (Odell and Odell-Yereecken 1980).
Correctly identified
Location of use

79%

Activity

69.4%

Exact material worked

38.7%

Relative material worked

67.7%

Prehended part of tool

75.8%

For other blind test studies that have successfully inferred tool function see
Bamforth et.al. (1990), Richards (1988), Shea (1991), and Smith (1996).
3.5 Other damage causing factors
Tools can amass more damage than that which is accrued through their initial use.
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Other causal factors can be placed into two groups: primary damage, which occurs during
manufacture and maintenance, and secondary damage, which takes place after the tool is
discarded. If a tool is recycled after discard, it again enters the realm of primary damage.
Primary damage includes tool manufacture, maintenance, prehension, recycling,
and the feet that some tools are used for multiple purposes (Keeley 1974; Odell 1977;
Semenov 1964). Fracture damage attributable to manufacture and maintenance tends to
be larger, deeper, longer, regularly patterned along the edge, and have more sharply
defined borders than wear traces (Crabtree and Davis 1968; Odell 1977; Tringham 1972).
In the case of multiple-use and recycled tools, if the same utilized element is employed for
different purposes, the functional inference will probably fell to the latest task performed if
evidence of previous functions were obliterated.
Secondary damage includes the factors that involve site formation processes such
as human and animal trampling, weathering, deposition, and post depositional process
such as solifluction, cryoturbation, bioturbation, excavation, and lab wear (Keeley 1980;
Nielson 1991; Odell 1977; Semenov 1964). This sort of damage is essentially random
making it distinguishable from traces of wear (GifFord-Gonzalez et al.1985; Keeley 1974;

Tringham et al. 1974).
3.6 Observer error
Many use-wear researchers have identified problems with observer error that have
the underlying theme of observer experience level, and problems with subjectivity in the
identification of use-wear attributes (Grace 1989; Kamminga 1982; Keeley 1974; Odell
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1975). These issues tend to involve accuracy problems in the identification and recording
of wear attributes (McGuire et al.l 982), combined with poor descriptions o f technique
and methodology for studies that preclude their replication (Keeley 1974; Odell 1975). I
have attempted to minimize problems of observer error by examining the creation of wear
on experimental tools, explicitly describing my research methods (see chapter 4, chapter 5,
and Appendix F), and consulting other use-wear studies.
3.7 Middle-range research
This study falls under the realm of middle-range research, who’s most outspoken
proponent is Lewis Binford. In sum, Binford states that the archaeological record is a
static manifestation of the present. The only way archaeologists can understand the past
or “decode” the archaeological record, is to infer the past through frames of reference we
find in the present (Binford 1981). These frames of reference can be found in
ethnography, documentary and historical documentary records, ethnoarchaeology, and
experimental archaeology (Binford 2001). Binford states that:
There is an important characteristic o f all inferential arguments, simply that
we can never reason in a valid manner from premises to a conclusion that
contradicts the premises with which we start. This fact has important
implications for archaeologists.
1. All our statements about the past are inferences relative to observations
made on the contemporary archaeological record.
2. The accuracy of our inferential constructions of the past is directly
dependent on the accuracy of the assumptions or premises serving as the
basis of our inferential arguments (Binford 1981:29).
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Taking these statements into consideration, the experimental program of this study
in association with data gleaned from other experimental use-wear studies, provide an
appropriate base for inferential arguments relating to the use of stone tools from WR-CI.
3.8 Summary
In the discussion it was noted that the attributes of use-wear have been strongly
inferred by experimental replication and are in a cause/effect relationship with the reality of
tool use (Keeley 1980; Keeley and Newcomer 1977; Odell 1977,1996; Odell and OdellVereecken 1980). One may misconstrue the idea that use-wear research is a purely
objective line of reasoning. A cursory examination of the functional variables I have
described, and the myriad o f potential error causing mechanisms shows this not to be the
case.
As the earlier discussion of reliability demonstrated, it is possible to correctly infer
the general functions of tools through use-wear analysis. The attributes investigated by
use-wear researchers are an objective product of the physical act of tool use. The
subjectivity o f the research manifests itself in the proficiency of the researcher to discern
and categorize the type of wear observed. Although a strict empiricist would squirm at
the thought, use-wear analysis is a subjective means to elucidate an objective data set.
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Chapter 4
Discussion of experiments, analysis, and experimental results
4.1 Purpose
The experiments performed in this project are not meant to provide a one to one
correlation to the range of activities performed at the Walker Road site. The experiments
were conducted to provide a better understanding o f how use-wear accrues on stone
tools, with the thought that this would aid me in use-wear identification. Secondly, the
results o f the experimental portion of this project are used along with data provided in the
literature to serve as a general comparative functional baseline for the use-wear attributes
recorded for WR-CI.
Four experimental activities were chosen to be performed, following other
experimental use-wear studies (Keeley and Newcomer 1977; Lawrence 1979; Odell 1996,
Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980; Rousseau 1992; Smith 1996). The four activities are:
woodworking, meat processing, hide processing, and antler working. Subsumed under
these activities are seven individual tasks, which are described in section 4.5 Experiment
descriptions and results, found in this chapter.
4.2 Raw material
The WR-CI assemblage is comprised of “brown and tan cherts, chalcedony,
quartzite, rhyolite, and basalt. All of these can be found locally in the outwash gravels that
stratigraphically underlie the loess mantle at Walker Road as well as on the modem
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Nenana River floodplain” (Goebel 1990:34,37). I was not able to procure cobbles of this
material from the Nenana Valley because I only reside in Alaska in winter. Therefore, I
used chert and rhyolite that was collected from western Montana during the summer of

.

2001

It is desirable to have the exact raw material for experimental analysis, although
materials with the same conchoidal fracture mechanics may be substituted. For the most
part, this study did not use different stone types than that which exist in WR-CI, simply
rhyolite, and chert, from a source other than the Nenana Valley. Odell’s extensive history
in use-wear experiments led him to state that his experience indicates that the damage
patterns from utilization on all conchoidally fracturing rocks are so similar that they can be
treated identically for the purposes o f micro-wear [use-wear] analysis” (Odell 1977:100).
Chert: The chert used in the experiments was obtained by Carl Davis,
archaeologist for the Helena National Forest, from a source near Montana City, which is
located approximately three miles south of the city of Helena. Carl Davis and Steve
Platte, the archaeologist for the Montana Department of Transportation (DOT), both of
whom are flint knappers, call this material “Montana City Chert” (Davis and Platte
personal communication 2001). This material fluctuates in color between a medium tan
and sugary white color, and ranges in knapping quality from poor to medium. In its poor
embodiment this material contains large inclusions, it is sugary in texture, and tends
crumble when knapped. In its medium grade manifestation it contains small inclusions,
and breaks adequately along its conchoidal fracture planes.
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Rhyolite: This material was obtained by S. Platte, from a gravel quarry near
Helena Montana. This material is black in color, and contains small translucent inclusions,
which appear white when they are bisected by a fracture. This stone is a medium to
medium-high grade knapping material, which easily breaks along conchoidal fracture
planes. It is rather conducive to retouching and pressure flaking.
Flint: The source o f this material is the Antrim Coast of Northern Ireland. This
exotic addition to the experimental program, was donated to the study by John Fagan, and
Terry Osbun of Archaeological Investigations Northwest (AINW), in the form of six
burinated flakes. The Irish flint is a high grade raw material that is blue-grey in color and
is very conducive to knapping. Although flint does not occur in the WR-CI assemblage,
flint is a conchoidally fracturing material which would allow for its inclusion in this study
following Odell (1977).
These flakes were not subjected to the same selection process as described for the
chert and rhyolite tools described below. Only six of the 36 tools used in the experimental
portion of this project were made o f Irish Flint. The two tasks that these tools were
employed to perform are described last in the list of experimental tasks in order to
maintain continuity throughout the descriptions.

4.3 Stone tool manufacture and experimental sample choice
Hard hammer percussion was used to strike flakes and blades from cores which
were minimally prepared by abrading in order to stabilize platforms for flake removals. A
combination of 93 unretouched flakes and blades, and the six bunnated flakes from
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AINW, were initially chosen to be used in the experimental study. The tools were
numbered 1-99 with model paint and permanent ink.
The tools were sorted into two groups based on raw material type. The groups
were then further subdivided by the tools’ edge angle. The edge that was measured in
order to sort the tools, was chosen on the basis of which edge I planned to use as the
working edge of the implement. Three edge angle measurements were taken with the use
o f a goniometer. The three measurements were averaged and the groups were
categorized by increments of five degrees (ie. 10-14; 15-19; etc.).
After the tools had been sorted by raw material and edge angle, they were chosen
for experiments based on whether they could be adequately hand-held while performing an
experimental task. Fifteen flakes and blades of rhyolite, and 15 flakes and blades of chert
were chosen, these 30 tools were organized into 10 groups to perform five tasks. These
10 groups of tools consisted of five groups of chert, and five groups o f rhyolite. One
group of each material type with comparable edge angles were used to perform each o f
the five tasks. Since I had previously numbered and described each potential tool in my
notes, they were left with the numbers originally assigned to them between 1-99.
In order to familiarize myself with the accumulation of use-wear, each task was
performed three times with tools from both raw material types. The first tool for each
material type was used for 50 strokes, the second for 100 strokes, and the third for 200
strokes. Since most of the experiments involve fairly hard substances I concluded enough
damage would accrue on the tools to be identified and categorized (Odell 1996). To
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maintain good control o f the experimental program Odell’s (1974) guidelines for
experimental recording were followed, see Appendix A
4.4 Datarecording methods
The instruments listed below were employed to identify and record use-wear
attributes which accrued on the tools as a result of their use in the experimental activities
(1) A Heerbrugg WILD stereoscopic microscope with variable 6x to 50x magnification.
(2) A Qx-3 Intel microscope, this is a computer compatible microscope with variable
magnification from lOx to 200x. (3) Digital dial calipers to measure the dimensions of the
use-wear attributes. (4) A goniometer to measure the edge angles on stone tools. (5) The
eight polar coordinate system, developed by George Odell (1996) to describe the location
of wear on each tool, see Appendix B. (6) A data collection form based on J. Shea’s and
C. Smith’s data collection sheets, (Shea 1991; Smith 1999) see Appendix C.
•

Order of operations for data recording

I.
Each utilized tool edge was photographed before and after use, using the QX-3
Intel microscope set between 10x-60x magnification, see photographs and magnification
information for each tool in Appendix D.

n.
Prior to being photographed with the QX-3, each tool was gently cleaned after
use, with warm water, following Keeley and Newcomer (1977), and Odell and OdellVereecken (1980). The tools were carefully packaged and transported to the

archaeological laboratory at the University o f Alaska, Fairbanks.
III.
Each tool was examined using a Heerbrugg Wild stereoscopic microscope at
variable 6x-50x magnification. The attributes of the tools were described using the
variables of the experimental data collection sheet. A detailed account of how each
variable is determined and recorded for the experimental tools and the WR-CI sample, is
described in Appendix F.
Three groups of data, consisting o f twenty-five variables, were recorded for each
experimental tool. The first group contains basic descriptive information about each tool.
These variables are:(l) artifact no., (2) “

raw ?m’ (Smith 1999:4),

wear, (4) “stone blank type” (1999:4), (5) “

techedge

“ planeintercept angle” (1999:5), (7) “utilized element shape, in plan xievT (1999:5), (8)
“utilized element shape, seen on edge” (1999:5), and (9) “utilized element shape, seen in
cross-section” (1999:5).
The second group of variables is concerned with the identification and recording o f
the two kinds o f edge damage defined by Odell (1996), abrasion damage and fracturing
damage. The variables are: (10) “abrasion location, indicating position o f polish,
striation and/or

ldguin” (Smith 1999:7), (11) “degree o f topographical dulling o f the

utilized elemenf’ (1999:8), (12) “polish, describes the reflection of light from abraded
surfoces” (1999:8), (13) “orientation o f striationsfrom the working edge” (1999:8), (14)
“ microfracturelocation on the utilized elem enf (1999:8), (15) “microfracture
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distribution on the utilized element’ (1999:8), (16) “

termination” (1999:9),

(17) “ lengtho f microfractures, from initiation to termination” (1999:9), and (18)
“trajectory o f microfractures in relation to utilized element edge” (1999:9).
The third group of data recorded for the experimental tools described how the
experimental tool was used. These variables are: (19) “prehension, manner of holding
item” (Smith 1999:6), (20) “motion employed” (1999:6), (21) “activity carried out, in
general terms” (1999:7), (22) “worked material’(1999:7), (23) number o f strokes per
tool, (24) direction o f tool use, and (25) length o f stroke in cm.
IV.
The collected information was entered into the SPSS statistical program where it
was subjected to analysis.
4.5 Experimental descriptions and results (see Appendix

before and after

photographs o f tool edges [Figures 9-80], and Appendix

Tables 8-20, discussed

in this section)
4.5.1 Activity 1, Woodworking
The woodworking component o f the experimental activities involved two tasks,
scraping green and seasoned wood. Scraping is defined as an “edge-transverse incision by
an edge over a surface, under a static [or semi-static] load” (Smith 1999:6). Since the
occupation of WR-CI occurred during the Birch rise, this wood was a logical choice for
the woodworking activities (Bigelow 1997; Binford 1981; Keeley 1980).
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4.5.2

Task#1, scraping green wood (fresh Birch)
These experiments involved Group #1 and Group #2. Group #1 is comprised of

three flakes of rhyolite. These flakes have edge angles which fell in the range of 55-59
degrees. Group #2 is made up of three tools manufactured out of chert. These tools
possess edge angles in the range o f55-59 degrees. A fresh piece of Birch, with the bark
still attached, was subjected to a scraping motion (see Table 8). All scrapers were hand
held with the aid of a leather glove for protection.
4.5.3 Expected and Observed resultsfo r Group #i and Group #2
It was expected that this task would generate contiguous or closely distributed
medium sized (1.1-2 mm) feather terminated scars. Including the addition of some step
and hinge fractures, all oriented perpendicular to the working edge of the tool (Odell and
Odell-Vereecken 1980; Smith 2000).
Group #1, rhyolite: This group was used in a scraping motion for 50,100, and
200 unidirectional strokes. The experimental tools exhibited the general expected wear
for this activity (see Figures 9-14, and Table 9). The differences in the expected and
observed wear were the absence o f step and hinge fractures for the experimental group,
and the relatively small length categorization of the microfractures. This could easily be
the result of hand-held, unhafted prehension. The increased load density inherent in the
increased leverage of a hafted tool would be expected to produce more invasive scarring
in terms of length, width, and depth, than the hand-held prehension used for the
experimental tools.
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The differences in the expected and observed fracturing damage could be
attributed to my level of proficiency the employment of stone tools, and recording usewear attributes. The discrepancies could also be a result of possible variations in the angle
of applied force caused by hand-held vs. hafted prehension (Odell 1996).
Group #2, chert: This group was used in a scraping motion for 50,100, and 200
unidirectional strokes. Like group #1 these experimental tools also exhibited the general
expected wear for this activity (see Figures 15-20, and Table 9). The differences in the
expected and observed wear were the absence of step and hinge fractures for one tool of
experimental group #2, and the small lengths recorded for the microfractures on all three
tools. Again variations in the angle of applied force and increased load density associated
with hand-held vs. hafted prehension is possibly to blame for the small length of the flake
scars.
It is unknown why the experimental tool used for 200 strokes does not exhibit step
or hinge fractures. As was previously mentioned for group #1 it is possible that the lack
of step and hinge fractures for this tool is a result of variations in the angle of applied
force, which could have its origins in prehension and my tool-use proficiency.
4.5.4

Task#2, scraping seasoned wood (seasoned Birch)
These experimental tasks were performed using Group #3 and Group #4. Group

#3 consists of three flakes o f rhyolite. These flakes have edge angles in the range of 55-59
degrees. Group #4 is comprised o f three flakes of chert, and possesses edge angles in the
range o f60-64 degrees. A piece o f seasoned Birch with the bark still attached was
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worked in a unidirectional scraping motion (see Table 10). All tools were hand-held with
the use o f a leather glove.
4.5.5 Expected and observed resultsfo r Group #5 and Group #4
It was expected that this task would generate a high number of contiguous, or
closely distributed, medium (1.1-2 mm) to large (2.1-4.9 mm) hinge and possibly step
terminated scars (Lawrence 1979; Smith 2000). The scars were expected to be oriented
perpendicular to the working edge o f the tool. There was also the possibility o f edge
rounding once the edge has been stabilized by successive removals of brittle elements
found on the working edge (Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980; Smith 2000).
Group #3, rhyolite; This group was used to umdirectionally scrape seasoned
Birch for 50,100, and 200 strokes. Although the scar distributions and orientations
conformed to the expected results. The microfracture terminations and one tool’s fracture
length categorization did not fit the expectations for this group.
Instead of producing hinge or step terminating scars, all three tools of group #3
exhibited scars possessing feather terminations. The length of these scars varied with the
number of strokes each tool was subjected to. The tool used for 50 strokes possessed
small length scars, therefore it did not fit the expected results for this task. The tools used

for 100 and 200 strokes both possessed medium length scars, thus adequately satisfying
the expected results (see Figures 21-26, and Table 11).
The reasons for the unconformity between the expected and observed results are
not known. Again one must cast an eye to prehension, angle of applied force, variations in
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raw material and researcher proficiency (Keeley 1980; Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980;
Rousseau 1992; Smith 1990). It should also be kept in mind that these experimental
activities need not always conform to the expected results. As discussed in chapter 3 there
are a number of variables operating on a tool at the time of use that effect the wear traces
that are produced on the utilized element. Researchers are looking for are patterns and
general trends which are indicative of function (Odell and Odell Vereecken 1980). If
certain activities produced the exact same kind of wear wherever, whenever, on whatever,
and by whoever, there would be no need for an experimental program.
Group #4, chert: This group was subjected to the same task as group #3. It
conformed to the expected results for this task more closely than its counterpart. Group
#4 is characterized by unifacial edge damage in the form of small and medium step and
feather terminations, oriented perpendicular to the working edge of the tool (see Figures
27-32, and Table 11). Two of the three tools possessed small length microfractures,
which

sagni are possibly due to hand-held prehension as opposed to hafting prehension

which can cause more invasive fracturing damage. The tool that was subjected to 50
strokes showed a roughly even combination of step and feather scar terminations. The
tools which were used for 100 and 200 unidirectional scraping motions possessed mainly
step fractures. All three tools possess scar terminations, or combinations o f scar
terminations, comparable to the results of other experimental use-wear studies (Odell and
Odell-Vereecken 1980; Smith 2000).
The two most notable differences between the observed vs. expected results are
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the absence o f hinge fractures, and the uneven (microfractures separated from each other
by at least the width o f one microfracture) distribution of microfractures. Other
experimental programs tend to characterize the expected results o f this task as resulting in
more hinge than step fractures. Hinge and step fractures seem to appear in many similar
circumstances throughout the literature (Odell 1977, 1996; Odell and Odell-Vereecken;
Hayden 1979), this is due to the feet that their fracture mechanics are not wildly different
(Kamminga 1982) (see flake scar descriptions in Appendix E). Another possibility for the
absence of hinge fractures in light o f the propensity toward step fractures is observer
error. For example a retroflexed hinge fracture could be mistaken for a step fracture when
observed in plan-view, in addition to the feet that some scars may possess elements o f
both leaving the researcher to make a subjective determination (Grace 1989; Kamminga
1982).
As mentioned above, the other discrepancy in the observed vs. the expected
outcome of this task, is the uneven distribution of microfractures. Since all three tools
exhibit this phenomena, a likely candidate for the offender is raw material variability.
Although it may be argued that I did not employ the tools correctly to accomplish the task
at hand, the feet remains that both groups of tools were used identically, either both
correctly or incorrectly. Therefore the lack of congruence in microfracture distribution
between the groups is likely attributable to raw material variability.
4.5.6 Activity 2, Meat processing
The butchery portion of the experimental activities consisted of two tasks, cutting
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frozen and unfrozen meat. For this experiment cutting is defined as a unidirectional or
bidirectional “longitudinal incision under a static [or semi-static] load” (Smith 1999:6).
Frozen and unfrozen specimens of beef were used in order to ascertain if this would result
in different wear patterns on the stone tools, which could in turn be used to infer
seasonality.
4.5.7

Task #5, cuttingfrozen meat (frozen beef steak)
This task involved two groups of stone tools: Group #5 and Group #6. Group #5

consists o f three flakes o f rhyolite. These flakes have edge angles which placed them in
the 45-49 degree range. Group #6 contains three tools made of chert. These tools also
have edge angles which placed them in the range of 50-54 degrees. Each tool was used to
cut frozen beef steak in a bidirectional motion. This means that the number of cutting
strokes described for each tool represents one stroke in each direction, forward and back
(see Table 12 for the descriptions of tool use).
4.5.8 Expected and observed resultsfo r Group #5 and Group #6
Since this task was performed on frozen meat, the kinds of wear expected on the
experimental tools was thought to be more indicative of wear usually found on material
that is harder than meat. When sawing wood the expected wear traces include small to
medium feather terminations, and combinations of feather and hinge terminations, with a
mixed orientation to the working edge (Smith 2000). Odell describes cases of butchering
wear that consist snap fractures on thin edges, and step and hinge fractures on thicker
edges. Much of the invasive wear described by Odell is related to the feet that Odell s
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butchery experiments benefitted from the use of a whole animal (ie. bone, tendon, and
hide). The wear indicative of sawing wood is a helpful general reference for
bidirectionally cutting frozen meat, however, it should also be kept in mind that frozen
meat does not possess all the properties o f wood. When bidirectionally cutting frozen
meat, the friction o f tool-use slightly thaws the meat along the incision making the wear a
possible combination of regular meat butchery and the sawing of a harder material.
Group #5, rhyolite: This group appears to fit within the general framework fi>r
the expected results of this task. Although the first tool in the group did not exhibit any
noticeable traces of wear for the researcher to record, it is not unheard o f that a tool used
as briefly as it was (50 strokes) to not accrue visible edge damage (Odell 1996). I also
expected the frozen meat to be harder to work and more abrasive than it actually proved
to be,

againreferring to the slight thawing of the meat at the point of contact, due to the

friction o f tool-use. The tools that possesses observable microfractures show a repeated
pattern o f small shear/snap fractures, oriented perpendicular to the working edge (see
Figures 33-38, and Table 13). This is generally comparable to the results of some of
Odell’s butchery experiments (1996).
Group #6, chert: This group contains two tools that I could not identify visible
damage upon. The third tool conforms to the general expected results for cutting
medium/hard material. The results o f this experimental group also bolster the idea put
forth earlier that some of the microfracture distributions are related to raw material
variability. Earlier it was shown that activities which resulted in contiguous distributions
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o f microfractures on rhyolite, resulted in uneven distributions on chert.
With group #6 it is shown that an activity which produces close or uneven
microfracture distributions on rhyolite, produces the next successively diminished
distribution on chert in the form o f a low number of isolated microfractures (see Figures
39-44, and Table 13).
4.5.9

Taskit4, cutting raw meat (raw beef steak)
The implements used for this task comprise the tools of Group #7 and Group #8.

Group #7 consists o f three flakes o f rhyolite. These tools have edge angles which place
them in the range of 50-54 degrees. The tools of Group #8 also have an edge angle range
of 50-54 degrees, but were made from chert. Each tool was hand-held with the support of
a leather glove. Due to the soft nature of raw meat, it proved easier to cut with a
unidirectional motion when using a flake tool. Therefore, the number o f cutting strokes
represented in Table 14 represent one unidirectional cut each.
4.5.10 Expected and observed resultsfo r Group #7 and Group OS
The expected results follow Odell’s butchery experiments (1996), which indicate
the expected damage to manifest itself in a variety of fractures and orientations, including
feather, step, hinge, and snap terminations. It must be remembered that much of Odell’s
recorded damage is probably due to actual butchering activities involving disarticulating
animals, whereas this meager experimental task only consists o f cutting meat which does
not contain bones or viscera.
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Group #7, rhyolite: For the most part, this group lacks discemable edge
fractures. The reasons for this are possibly attributable to the feet that the material
worked was soft, and the number o f experimental strokes were to few to accrue wear on
such material. The feet that the first tool used for only 50 strokes exhibits wear could be
due to observer error, or contact with the wood backing placed under the beef steak while
it was being cut (see Figures 45-50, and Table 15).
Group #8, chert: Two took in this group exhibit wear traces. This does not
appear to be in concordance with the results of earlier tasks which infer that the variability
in material types manifests itself in less wear on the chert tools. Again the wear on these
tools could be attributed to the material worked, contact with the wood backing, contact
with fragments left in the meat by previous tool strokes, and the possibility of observer
error (see Figures 51-56, and Table 15).
4.5.11 Activity

H
3, ide processing

The hide processing element of the experimental program involved the single task
of scraping untanned caribou hide. As with the woodworking experiments, scraping is
defined as an “edge-transverse incision by an edge over a surface, under a static [or semistatic] load” (Smith 1999:6). Although there is no evidence that caribou hide was
processed at the Walker Road site, caribou remains are present throughout the Beringian
paleontological record.
4.5.12 Task #5, scraping unprocessed hide (caribou hide)
This task was performed by using tool Group #9 and tool Group #10. Group #9
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consists o f three tools made from rhyolite. The edge angles of these three tools fell in the
range of 55-59 degrees. The chert tools of Group #10 also share the edge angle range of
55-59 degrees. An unprocessed caribou hide was obtained from my neighbor in Fairbanks
for this experiment. The hide was severely dried out as it had been tacked to the side o f a
wood shed for some time. The hide was soaked in a tub of water for ft>ur days, after
which time it was staked to a section of flat ground using nine inch spike nails. No
backing other than the grass was used under the hide.
Once the hide was staked out it was subjected to unidirectional hide scraping
motions with both tool groups. In order to mimic true hide scraping an effort was made
to remove the thin layer of extraneous tissue on the underside of the hide, however the age
and condition of this hide made this a daunting task. Each tool was handheld with the aid
of a leather glove. For a summary of hide scraping activities see Table 16.
4.5.13 Expected and observed resultsfo r Group 9 and Group #10
The expected results from this activity are generally characterized as abrasion
damage, resulting in edge rounding, striations, and polish (Odell 1996). If fracturing
damage exists, it is expected to consist of relatively small feather, step, or hinge
terminations oriented perpendicular to the working edge of the tool (Lawrence 1979;
Odell 1996).
Group #9, rhyolite: These tools exhibited the general expected wear for the initial
stages of hide working (Odell 1996). Although the hallmarks of hide working are rounded
edges with striations oriented parallel to the direction of work, it is likely the case that
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these tools were not employed for an amount of time sufficient to accrue such wear. The
wear that is found on the tools is indicative of the early stages of hide working that takes
place while small disconfbrmities found on the working edge of the tool are removed
perpendicular to the working edge, as the edge stabilizes itself through use (see Figures
57-62, and Table 17 for experimental results).
Group #10, chert: This group also exhibits the kind of wear described for group
#9. What is probably being represented by the small feather terminations oriented
perpendicular to the working edge o f the tool, is the stabilization of the edge through
initial use. This stage of wear would have eventually led to edge rounding of the utilized
element (see Figures 63-68, and Table 16 for the descriptions of results).
4.5.14 Activity 4, Antler working
The two tasks subsumed under the antler working experiments consisted of
awling and graving. Awling is defined as a “semi-rotary incision by a point or projection
under a static [or semi-static] load” (Smith 1999:6). Graving is defined as a longitudinal
“incision by a point or projection under a static [or semi-static] load’ (Smith 1999:7). The
tasks were performed on a drop shed wapiti antler (

), collected in

Montana. Although there is no evidence of wapiti use at the Walker Road site, remains of
wapiti are found in the faunal assemblage from the Dry Creek site.
4.5.15 Task #6, awling antler (wapiti antler)
Wapiti antler was soaked in water for four days in order to make it more
conducive to working (Smith 2000; Stewart 1996). The tools from Group #11 were used
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to awl holes in the antler using a semi-rotary-twisting action under a semi-static load
(Smith 1999). The edge angles of these burins are 84, 69, and 61 degrees. This is a
bidirectional movement, therefore the number of twists indicated in Table 18 signify one
left rotation and one right rotation. The tools were handheld with the aid o f a leather
glove.
4.5.16 Expected and observed resultsfo r Group #11
The semi rotary action o f awling a hard material such as antler was expected to
produce step and hinge type fractures on the opposing margins of the utilized edge o f the
burinated flake (Smith 2000).
Group #11: Although the shear/snap class o f flake terminations outnumber the
expected step terminations for this activity, the microfracture locations, distributions, and
trajectory were precisely as expected. The difference between the expected and observed
scar terminations could be a result o f raw material variability, differences in actual tool
use, and observational discrepancies (see Figures 69-74, Table 20). Differences in flake
length could be indicative of the prehension problems discussed earlier (hand-held vs.
hafted).
4.5.17 Task #7, graving antler (wapiti antler)
Graving involves an incision by a point or projection. Group #12 was employed
for this task. Group #12 consists of three burins which posses edge angles of 81,65, and
65 degrees. This task was performed immediately after task #6, therefore the antler still
possessed the qualities o f water soaking. For a description of the graving activities see
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Table 19. Each tool was hand-held with the assistance of a leather glove.
4.5.18 Expected and observed results fo r Group #12
The types of wear expected for the short duration that this task was performed for
include stepped and snapped microfracture terminations, indicative of working a hard
material (Rousseau 1992). Prolonged use of a tool for the purpose o f working antler or
bone can result in smoothing of the utilized element and the development o f polish
(Rousseau 1992). Since these flakes are being used in a longitudinal unidirectional
motion, the expected wear was anticipated to be bifacial.
Group #12: This experiment did not meet the expected result in many different
ways. The fracturing damage occurred unifacially not bifacially. The microfractures
terminated in feather terminations, not step or shear/snap fractures. The trajectory o f the
microfractures are perpendicular to the working edge, not obliquely oriented away from
the unidirectional motion o f tool-use. The exact reasons for the discrepancy between the
observed and expected is unknown, however, it is likely that the experiments were not
performed for a sufficient amount o f time for true patterned wear to accrue (see Figures
75-80, and Table 20).
4.6 Summary o f observed vs. expected results
Abrasion damage in the form o f rounding, dulling, polish, and striations, was
expected for the experimental tools, however, none was recognized for the experimental
groups. This is construed as a product o f the methods employed by the researcher.
Although striations can probably occur anytime a gritty surface comes into sliding contact
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with the utilized element of a tool, the other types o f edge damage ascribed to abrasion
damage may take a longer use-life to accrue on the tool than I allowed for.
Most o f the experimental tools, 77.8 %, exhibit some form of fracturing damage.
In summary, eight of the 12 groups (66.7%) show fracturing damage attributes
which coincide with the type of damage expected, through analogy with other
experimental studies. These are group #’s: 1 ,2 ,4 , 5,6, 9,10, and 11. Three groups are
very ambiguous with respect to the fracturing damage they exhibit, these are group #’s: 3,
7, and 8. The observed fracturing damage o f group #12 is radically different than the
expected damage.
4.7 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
Hierarchical cluster analysis is an exploratory procedure used to group cases based
on their relatedness to each other. It is most usefiil when one wants to generate
associated groups of data in the absence of assumptions about the number of possible
groups the data set may contain (Norusis 1999). A discussion of this type of cluster
analysis can be found in chapter 5. The experimental tools of this study were subjected to
hierarchical cluster analysis in order to discern whether or not the cluster analysis would
assemble the implements into clusters with other tools that were used for the same task.
This was done to ascertain whether or not this procedure had the potential to be employed
to elucidate functional groups of artifacts in the WR-CI sample.
The variables which represented the most salient use-wear characteristics o f the
experimental group were chosen to be subjected to hierarchical cluster analysis using the
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SPSS statistical computer program. These characteristics (which are described in detail in
chapter 6) are: (1) microfracture location on the utilized element, (2) microfracture
distribution on the utilized element, (3) microfracture termination classification, and (4)
microfracture trajectory from the working edge of the tool. These variables were
subjected to hierarchical cluster analysis using the Ward’s method (the Ward’s method is
discussed ftirther in chapter 5). The resulting groups were cross validated at 100%
concurrence with hierarchical clustering using the complete linkage method and the
average linkage methods, following Aldenderfer and Blashfield (1984), (see Appendix F
for the complete linkage [Figure 81] and average linkage [Figure 82] dendrograms).
4.8 Results
The results of the hierarchical cluster analysis are illustrated on a dendrogram
displayed in Figure 4. Seventy-five percent of the tools were grouped with at least two of
the three tools from their task specific group in the finest grained clusters. Examination of
the dendrogram reveals that these groups are: 1,2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7,11, and 12. This
seemingly good correlation of task groups needs to be tempered against the fact that the
cluster analysis did not seem to elucidate activity groups. There appears to be a higher
correlation between raw material type than activity group. Since raw material type was
not a variable used in the cluster analysis, I suggest this may represent different fracture
properties of the raw materials.
As chapter 5 will illustrate, 79.2% of the use-wear recorded for the WR-CI sample
was observed on tools manufactured from chert. Although the experimental tools show a
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tendency to group into similar raw material types, the WR-CI sample is dominated by one
material type. The WR-CI sample is three times as large as the experimental sample, and
it is more homogeneous in terms of lithic raw material frequencies. This led me to surmise
that the potential effect of raw material variability on the creation of groups through
hierarchical clustering would be minimal, and that this type o f analysis had the potential to
elucidate generalized functional groups from the WR-CI sample, based on use-wear
attributes.
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Figure 4: Dendrogram of experimental groups using the Ward’s Method.
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Chapter 5
Walker Road Analysis and Results
5,1 Choosing the Artifact Sample
The lithic assemblage from WR-CI was examined in the spring o f2001. At the
time o f the examination the Walker Road artifacts were housed in the Anthropology
Department of the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. The purpose o f the examination was
to determine whether artifacts not previously identified as tools existed in the collection.
The majority o f the artifacts consist of lithic debitage. Much o f the debitage was
individually packaged in separate envelopes however many envelopes also contained
multiple pieces of debitage. Artifacts previously identified as tools had been separated
from the collection of debitage and were housed in three drawers in the archaeology lab.
The examination found that 555 artifacts were no longer housed in their envelopes, and
that approximately 250 of them had been transferred to the “tool” drawers. The reason
behind the approximation is that some of the smaller artifacts have accession codes on
them which are no longer visible, while others are obscured due to the feet they have been
refitted with other artifacts and their accession numbers are no longer visible.
The artifacts which comprise the WR-CI sample (n=l 14) are artifacts which were
identified as possessing at least one utilized element. Utilized elements were inferred by
the existence o f edge damage, located by the examination of each artifact with the use o f a
1Ox magnifying glass and the naked eye. While identifying possible utilized elements, no
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attempt was made to categorize any edge damage beyond presence or absence. The
presence o f edge damage and provenience information allowed the artifact to be included
in the study. The exception to this are 19 artifacts which had been previously identified as
formal tools, such as the well known Chindadn points of the collection (a point type
defined by Cook 1969). These artifacts (that also posses provenience information) were
included because, unlike debitage, the artifacts had been deliberately manufactured for
some purpose. Although edge damage did not show up during the initial inspection o f
these artifacts, there was a possibility that examination at higher magnifications might
produce traces of wear.
The problem with this method is that tools possessing edge damage that could not
be seen with the naked eye or by 1Ox magnification, were excluded from the analysis,
aside from the previously mentioned 19 formal tools admitted to the study. The sample
was created because examining each of the over 5,000 artifacts contained in the collection
under a microscope at higher magnifications, would be beyond the manpower and time
constraint boundaries of this project.
5.2 DataRecording
Once the sample of artifacts from the collection had been created it was possible to
proceed with data recording. This took place over a period of 10 weeks between October
and December 2001, following the recording of the experimental data. The same
implements used to record attributes for the experimental tools were employed for the
WR-CI sample (see chapter 4). A detailed description o f how each variable was
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determined and recorded, including the WR-CI data code form, is found in Appendix G.
Figures 85-93 in Appendix H, depict use-wear on tools from the WR-CI sample.
5.3 Dataanalysis
The analysis of the WR-CI sample is presented in two parts. The first part consists
of descriptive frequency tables located in Appendix I. These tables summarize the overall
characteristics o f the sample. The second part describes the results of hierarchical cluster
analysis using the Ward’s method.
5.4 Data analysis, Part 2
The idea behind this study was to examine a sample of stone tools from WR-CI
and attempt to discern whether they exhibit traces of wear. If traces of wear were
apparent, the next logical step was to distinguish whether or not the traces of wear
indicative of specific tasks. Use-wear encompasses an assortment of variables, therefore,
one cannot simply infer the function of a tool from the examination of one attribute.
Hierarchical analysis using the Ward’s method was employed to organize groups of
artifacts together based on their shared attributes.
The attributes relating to fracturing damage was found on 84 percent of the WRCI sample. The presence of these attributes among a large portion of the sample, and their
potential to infer general tool function (Lawrence 1979; Odell-Odell Vereecken 1980;
Rousseau 1992; Smith 1996; Tomenchuck 1985), prompted me to subject these variables
to cluster analysis to elucidate groups. The five groups of variables used were: evidence
of hafting, microfracture location on the utilized element, microfracture distribution on the
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utilized element, microfracture termination classification, and microfracture trajectory.
5.5 Results o f Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
The hierarchical cluster analysis produced groups o f data based on the degree of
relatedness artifacts shared in their use-wear attributes. The results o f the cluster analysis
are displayed on a dendrogram (see Figure 94, Appendix J). I identified six main groups
of artifacts based on these results. After the combinations of attributes which formed each
group were identified, two more groups were elucidated from the data, bringing the total
groups identified to eight. The results of the Ward’s method were compared to the results
of the complete linkage method and the average linkage method. The results of the
complete linkage method were 85% in concordance with the Ward’s method results (see
Figure 95 in Appendix K). The results of the average linkage method were in 87%
agreement with the Ward’s method results (see Figure 96 in Appendix K )
5.6 Discussion o f the Results (Tables 36-43, referred to in this section are located in
Appendix L)
Seven of the eight groups elucidated through the use of hierarchical cluster
analysis appear to contain clusters of attributes indicative o f tool use. Prior to discussing
the implications of the clustering of attributes for each group, I must temper the results of
the cluster analysis against two possible error producing mechanisms, which may have
skewed the results of this analysis.
First is the recurrent theme o f the novice use-wear observer. This study represents
my initial excursion into use-wear research. This feet alone may make seasoned use-wear
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researchers balk at the results of this study. Although I am a newcomer to use-wear
analysis, I am not a stranger to lithics or their general fracture mechanics. The other
possible error causing mechanism is that the Walker Road site has been subjected to
cryoturbation, resulting in the vertical displacement of artifacts (Higgs 1992).
Although it is desirable for use-wear researchers to study collections which have
not been subjected cryoturbation, it does not rule out the possibility of performing usewear analysis on a collection, if it can be shown that the effects of the process were
minimal (Keeley 1974; Odell 1977; Semenov 1964). The relatively intact clusters of

artifacts and hearths discovered at the site imply minimal disturbance for WR-CI.
5.6.1 Results o f Group

#1

Group #1 is comprised of 12 artifacts (see Table 36). These artifacts possess the
following five general characteristics: (1) unifacial microfracture damage on the utilized
element, (2) contiguous distributions of microfractures on the utilized element, (3) an
equal number of microfractures classified as step, and a combination of step and hinge
types, (4) perpendicular trajectories of microfractures in relation to the utilized edge, (5)
and an equal representation o f tools which were possibly hafted, and those which lack
evidence of hafting. Based on the results of experimental use-wear studies, one can make
generalizations about the functions of these tools (Odell 1996; Odell and Odell-Vereecken
1980; Smith 2000).
The unifacial location of the fracturing damage recorded on these tools is
indicative o f‘Hinimodal work action, such as uni-directional scraping” (Smith 2000:28).
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The contiguous distribution of microflake scars on the utilized elements o f these artifacts
suggests a “uniformity in use o f the utilized edge” (Smith 2000:28). An important
inference one can draw from a contiguous distribution is that the distribution is unlikely to
have been a product of non-use damage, such as trampling or archaeological excavation
(Smith 2000).
The presence of step fractures implies that the utilized element was used to work
hard or high-density material (Lawrence 1979; Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980; Smith
2000). This material class includes: dry wood, bone, and antler. The presence o f a
combination o f hinge and step fractures on six o f these artifacts is also connotes the
working of hard material, although hinge fractures have been shown to be indicative of
hard-medium types of material such as: soaked antler; hard woods; fresh bone; and even
leather (Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980; Smith 2000). The presence of step scars
throughout the group could tip the scales toward the working o f the harder materials.
The perpendicular trajectories of the microfractures from the utilized elements are
indicative of “edge-transverse kinetic action, such as scraping” (Smith 2000:28). The
presence of evidence for hafting existed on six o f the 12 tools. The presence or absence of
this evidence did not appear to effect the other attributes recorded for each tool.
When the combination of these attributes are examined as a whole, group #1
appears to be indicative of a group of tools which were employed to scrape hard materials
such as seasoned wood, bone, and antler. The hard materials category could be expanded
if one takes seasonality into account and includes frozen material such as meat. The
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possibility also exists that these tools were used on materials that could be classified as
medium-hard such as: soaked antler; hard woods; and fresh bone.
5.6.2 Results fo r Group

#2

Group #2 is comprised of 11 artifacts (see Table 37). These artifacts generally
possess the following five use-wear characteristics: (1) unifacial microfracture damage on
the utilized element. (2) Contiguous distributions of microfractures on the utilized
element. (3) Microfracture terminations classified as combinations of feather and step on
each artifact. (4) Perpendicular trajectories of microfractures in relation to the utilized
edge, and (5) a roughly equal representation of tools which were possibly halted, and
those which lack evidence of hafting.
Three of the variables relating to microfractures are the same as group #1. These
are microfracture: location, distribution, and trajectory. As previously mentioned in the
description of group #1, these three variables are indicative of a unidirectional scraping
motion, whose contiguous character denotes that the wear is indicative of a singular type
of task, and not post-use damage phenomena. The distinction between group #2 and
group #1 is that the tools in group #2 have a propensity for a combination of feather and
step fractures. This combination of fractures is indicative of working material which could
fell into the categories o f soft medium (ie. soft woods), or medium hard (ie. hard woods,
soaked antler, and leather). Smith (2000) notes that feather terminations occur in
combinations with other scar termination types (mainly hinge) when scraping, whittling,
and cutting wood, as well as when butchering animals. Odell notes the co-occurrence of
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feather and step terminations when scraping tanned leather (Odell 1996).
The union of these five attributes on the tools which comprise group #2 are
indicative of scraping material in a uni-directional motion. The microfracture termination
types are interpreted here as indicative o f working a medium-hard material class such as:
leather, soaked antler, fresh bone, or softer woods like Birch (Odell and Odell-Vereecken
1980). Evidence of, or the lack of evidence of, hafting on the tools did not appear to
effect the other use-wear attributes in this group. Hafting was the only variable which
showed any variation within this cluster o f artifacts.
5.6.3 Resultsfo r Group #3
This large cluster o f artifacts is comprised of 27 tools, that are quite homogeneous
in terms o f their microfracture characteristics (see Table 38). All 27 artifacts possess
microfractures located unifacially on the utilized element. The same number of artifacts
also possess a contiguous distribution of microfractures, all of which are oriented
perpendicular to the working edge of the tool. This homogeneity is further illustrated by
the feet that all but three tools possess only feather terminated microfractures, with the
remainder consisting of two tools which possess feather and snap terminations, as well as
one tool which exhibits a combination of step and hinge fractures. This group does not
possess the roughly equal number of hafted and un-hafted tools that were identified in the
previous two groups. Only seven o f the artifacts in this cluster exhibited evidence of
hafting. Two of the three tools which do not conform to the strictly feather terminated
character of this group are indicated as possessing evidence of hafting.
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Once again there is a combination of attributes which are indicative of a scraping
motion for this cluster o f tools: the unifacial location, contiguous distribution, and
perpendicular trajectory of microfractures. Like the difference between groups #1 and #2,
this group is differentiated from the previous clusters based microfracture classification.
In this case it is the overwhelming singular presence of feather terminated microfractures.
Feather terminations are usually indicative of working soft and medium-soft kinds of
material classes. Soft materials include “animal products such as meat, skin, and fat, and
soft vegetal substances such as... stalks and leaves” (Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980).
Medium-soft materials consist of soft woods, leather, and other “firm but pliable
substances” (Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980). The unidirectional scraping motion
implied by the other microfracture characteristics, suggests hide scraping as a likely
candidate for this cluster o f artifacts. Hide scraping experiments performed by Odell
(1996) have shown a propensity toward unifacially located feather terminations.
It should be noted that the type o f wear which appears to be most indicative of
hide scraping is abrasion damage in the form o f rounding, which often obliterates the
initial damage illustrated by unifacially located feather terminations (Odell 1996). Very
little abrasion damage was recorded in the WR-CI sample. It is possible that edge
rounding had accrued on these scraping tools and they were then resharpened and re-used
until they were exhausted or discarded, what is observable may only be the last task
illustrated by the presence o f microfractures. It is also possible that the tools were fairly
expedient, and not used long enough to accrue the rounding damage discussed by Odell
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(1996). This could be illustrated in the fact that 74 percent of these scrapers show no
evidence of hafting.
In sum, group #3 can be interpreted as being suggestive of scraping material
attributable to soft and medium-soft categories, such as fresh animal hides and leather, as
well as the possibility o f soft woods, and firm vegetal materials (Lawrence 1979; Odell
and Odell-Vereecken 1980).
5.6.4 Results fo r Group

#4

Keeping with the tradition set forth by groups #1-3, group #4 generally possesses
a combination o f two microfracture attributes that are highly suggestive the 15 tools
contained in group #4 were employed as scraping implements (see Table 39). These
attributes are: the unifacial location of microfractures on the utilized element; and the
perpendicular trajectory o f microfractures in relation to the working edge o f the tool.
Group #4 differs from the other groups discussed thus far in terms of microfracture
distribution, and the classification of microfractures.
The microfracture distribution classification that dominates group #4 is “uneven.”
This means that the majority o f microfractures observed were separated by the width of at
least one microfracture. The character of the microfracture terminations is a menagerie o f
singular types and combinations of types: seven tools posses step terminations, one tool
exhibits feather terminations, four tools have feather and step terminations, and three tools
possess hinge and step terminations.
The general character, and recurrent theme o f step and hinge scars, in the
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microfracture classes may belie contact with a hard material. The uneven distribution may
not be indicative o f a true pattern, remembering that an uneven distribution translates into
scars being separated by ‘at least’ the width o f one microfracture. Although it may be
possible to infer a range o f uses for this group, it is probably best to infer that this group is
indicative of artifacts which have been subjected to non-use damage such as trampling
(Keeley 1974,1980; Nielson 1991; Odell 1977).
5.6.5 Results fo r Group #5

Group #5 consists of 13 artifacts (see Table 40). This

cluster o f tools generally exhibits the following five characteristics: (1) A majority of the
tools exhibit microfractures which occur unifacially, while strong minority of tools possess
microfractures whose location is classified as bifacial-asymmetrical. (2) The majority of
artifacts exhibit a contiguous distribution of microfractures, while three show an uneven
distribution. (3) Feather terminations are the most conspicuous classification in the
cluster, however, combinations of feather/step, and feather/hinge, also persist. (4) The
distribution o f the microfractures are interesting as they are dominated by a combination
o f perpendicular and obliquely oriented scars, in relation to the working edge of the tool,
and (5) there is very little evidence o f hafting within the group.
One might initially assume the unifacial distribution of microfractures found on the
majority o f the tools indicates an edge-transverse scraping motion (Smith 2000). Further
inspection of the fractures’ trajectory reveals that many of the tools may have been
employed in an edge-oblique shaving motion (Smith 2000). The contiguous distribution
o f many of the microfractures suggest a single function for many of the tools, while the
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bifacial asymmetrical location of some of the scars is not out of character for tools used in
an edge-oblique shaving motion (Smith 2000).
When the evidence for this group is taken in sum, group #5 appears to represent
implements employed in a generalized obliquely oriented fashion to shave, or scrape/shave
material categorized as soft to medium soft, such as fresh animal hides; leather; as well as
soft woods, and other firm vegetal materials (Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980).
5.6.6 Resultsfo r Group

#6

This group is composed of nine artifacts (see Table 41). These artifacts display an
interesting suite of use-wear attributes, these are: (1) bifacial location of microfractures on
the utilized element. (2) Contiguous and close microfrature distributions on the utilized
elements. (3) A roughly even combination o f snap and feather terminating microfractures,
(4) and microfractures possessing a perpendicular orientation to the working edge of the
tool. The majority of these artifacts do not display any evidence of hafting.
The bifacial nature and the types of microfractures terminations found in this group
are echoed in Odell’s discussion of an experimental butchery procedure performed on a
dog carcass.
Fracturing was almost universally bifacial from the cutting and slicing
motions involved... Snap fractures abounded on thin edges... Tasks that
involved exclusive contact with meat and hide produced small feather
terminated removals... (Odell 1996:43)
As noted throughout this discussion the contiguous and close nature of the
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microfracture distributions are suggestive of the fact that the working edge has not been
damaged by non-use damage factors. Although evidence of unidirectional cutting is often
oriented in an oblique trajectory away from the direction of movement (Odell 1996).
Butchering involves an array of cutting motions used to disarticulate a carcass. Bi
directional tool movement may even-out the competing oblique fractures and give the
appearance of perpendicular orientations to the microfractures. Another possibility is that
if the microfractures only displayed a slight propensity toward an oblique orientation, I
may not have recognized this fact, thus I recorded them as perpendicular.
The overall traits displayed on the tools of this cluster appears to be indicative of
uni-directional, or bi-directional cutting motions performed on a combination o f soft and
relatively hard materials resulting in feather and snap terminations respectively. Although
these tools could have been employed for different tasks, Odell (1996) has shown both
termination types to be indicative of butchering activities. By definition these activities
involve different classes of material encapsulated in one activity.
5.6.7 Resultsfo r Group #7
This group contains nine artifacts (see Table 42), and is very similar to group #3.
It is likely the only reason that these artifacts were not clustered into group #3 by the
hierarchical cluster analysis, is that there is a homogeneity among this group of a close
microfracture distribution, as opposed to the contiguous distribution found
overwhelmingly in group 3. Close microfractures are characterized as abutting each other
without overlapping (Smith 2000). The difference between the two is not great, and
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somewhat subjective as to the researcher’s perception. The other dissimilarity between
this group and group #3, is that this cluster contains three tools which have oblique
trajectories of microfractures on their working edges. As with group #5, these artifacts
may have been employed in tasks which involved edge-oblique shaving motions. The
remaining six artifacts in group #7 possess microfractures which are oriented
perpendicular to the working edge of the tool. Only one of these artifacts exhibits
evidence o f hafting.
Overall, group #7 is characterized by microfractures which are located unifacially,
exhibit a close distribution, and a majority of tools possess feather terminations. These
terminations are characterized as having perpendicular trajectories from the working edge

o f the tool, with the exception of three artifacts whose fractures’ are obliquely oriented.
As with group #3, group #7 can be interpreted as being suggestive o f scraping, and
possibly shaving, material attributable to soft and medium-soft categories, such as fresh
animal hides and leather, as well as the possibility o f soft woods, and firm vegetal
materials (Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980).
5.6.8 Resultsfo r Group #8
Group #8 consists of 18 tools upon which I could not discern use-wear attributes
(see Table 46). This can be ascribed to a number of reasons which include: observer
error, the obliteration of use-wear attributes by non-use phenomena, the feet that the tool
was never used, or that the tool was used, and simply did not accrue wear. Wear may not
accrue on a utilized tool either because of the material worked, or the amount of time the
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tool was employed, or a combination both.
5.6.9 Summary o f the Potential Functions o f Tool Groups #1-7
Table 5: Summary of inferred 1tool functions for the elucidated groups.
Group#

Tool Motion

Material Worked

1

Scrape,

Hard materials such as seasoned wood, bone, and antler. The

edge-transverse,

hard materials category could be expanded if one takes

Unidirectional

seasonality into account and includes frozen material such as
meat. The possibility also exists that these tools were used on
materials that could be classified as medium-hard such as:
soaked antler, hard woods, and fresh bone (Odell and OdellVereecken 1980; Smith 2000).

Scrape (edge-

Medium-hard material class such as: leather, soaked antler,

transverse),

fresh bone, or softer woods like Birch (Odell and Odell-

Uni-directional

Vereecken 1980; Smith 2000).

3, 5, and

Scrape/Shave

Soft and medium-soft categories, such as fresh animal hides

7

(edge-transverse/

and leather, as well as the possibility of soft woods, and firm

edge oblique),

vegetal materials (Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980; Smith

Uni-directional

2000).

Unknown

This group appears to contain a somewhat random collection

2

4

of attributes which preclude interpretation as a general
functional group. The random patterns may be indicative of
artifacts which have been subjected to non-use damage, such as
trampling (Gifford-Gonzalez et al. 1985; Nielson 1991; Odell
1977; Semenov 1964; Tringham et al. 1974).
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Cutting and

A combination of soft and relatively hard materials resulting in

Sawing,

feather and snap terminations respectively. Although these

uni-directional, or tools could have been employed for different tasks, Odell
bi-directional

(1996) has shown both termination types to be indicative of

cutting motions

butchering activities, which by definition involve different
classes of material encapsulated in one activity.

____

Table 5 continued.

5.6.10 Discussion o f raw material types in relation to group membership and evidence
o f hafting
As previously mentioned, the dominant material type within the WR-CI sample is
chert. Table 6 displays the frequency distributions of each raw material type throughout
the groups elucidated by the hierarchical cluster analysis. Since chert makes up roughly
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70% of the sample it is not surprising that it manifests itself throughout the groups. It is
interesting to note, however, that group #8 is the only group which is dominated by
rhyolite. Unfortunately group #8 is also the group for which no use-wear attributes were
observed. The possible reasons for the skewed representation of implements made from
rhyolite could be explained by prehistoric preference, fracture mechanics inherent in the
raw material, or observer error, these sentiments are explored in chapter 6.
As one might expect, since the majority of use-wear was recorded on tools
manufactured from chert, this raw material type has the highest frequency of occurrence of
the 25% of the tools which exhibit evidence of hafting (see Table 7). The implications for
evidence of hafting and raw material variability are explored in chapter 6.
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1
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1

1
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5.6.11 Spatial Distribution
When the groups of artifacts are plotted using their provenience information they
cluster into two main groups (see Figure 5). The two clusters coincide with Cluster “A”,
and Cluster “B”, of WR-CI as previously discussed in chapter 3. It does not appear that
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task specific activity areas existed at the site. The only group of tools which show a
proclivity to aggregate in one artifact cluster, are the implements from group #1. Aside
from a single tool assigned to group #1 which is found in Cluster “A”, the artifacts from
group #1 are consistently found in cluster “B”. It is also interesting to note that aside
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Figure 6: Simplified spatial distribution of the inferred tool groups of the WR-CI sample,
combining group #3, #5, and #7.

from seven outliers, the tools which were chosen for use in this study came directly from
Cluster “A”, and Cluster “B”. Thus supporting the statement by Goebel (1990) that the
activities in Cluster “C” are restricted to the manufacture, and not the use, of stone tools.
Figure 6 shows a simplified distribution in which groups #3, #5, and #7 are shown
grouped together under the same group symbol. This was done because they share very
similar use-wear attributes, as was displayed in Table 5. Whether or not they are
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subsumed under the same symbol they appear to have a roughly even distribution between
the two clusters (see Figure 6). Finally, Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of the raw
material classes from the WR-CI sample.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 A return to the research questions
In the beginning of this report three research questions were asked of the Walker
Road data. 1) Do the tools o f the WR-CI sample exhibit discemable use-wear attributes?
2) If present, are the use-wear attributes task specific? 3) If identified as task specific,
what is the spatial distribution of the WR-CI sample? This section will address each of
these questions, as well as discuss the implications of the raw material variability, briefly
discussed at the close of chapter 5.
6.2 Restating the assumptions
I believe the following assumptions for this project have been met.
•

1) The experimental activities, tools, raw materials, and the results of other usewear studies are an appropriate base for inferential arguments for the WR-CI
sample.

•

2) In general, Use-wear attributes were correctly identified andrecorded for both
data sets.

•

3) Hierarchical cluster analysis is an appropriate method of analysis for this study.

•

4) Stone tools from WR-CI exhibit traces of use-wear.

•

5) Different tool functions are represented in the WR-CI data.
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•

6) In General, use-wear attributes for WR-CI represent actual tool use, and not
other damage.

•

7) The sample o f artifacts used in this study are generally representative of the
WR-CI artifact collection.

6.3 Do the tools o f the WR-CI sample exhibit discemable use-wear attributes?
The results of this study infer that the implements of the Walker Road sample do
exhibit discemable use-wear attributes. The assumptions that are inherent in this
statement are that I correctly identified and recorded use-wear attributes, and that the usewear attributes recorded were indeed caused by the act of tool use. The most repetitive
type of use-wear recorded for the sample was the damage caused by edge fracturing
(Odell 1996).
6.4 Are the use-wear attributes task specific?
I interpret the results o f this study to infer that the use-wear attributes recorded for
the WR-CI sample are indicative of different tasks, and similar tasks performed on
different materials. This inference is based on the fact that the hierarchical clustering of
tool groups elucidated natural groups which pre-existed in the data set. These suites of
attributes which comprise each group, differ from the other clusters. The suites of
attributes for each cluster are generally indicative of patterns of use-wear which can be
ascribed to different activities and/or material worked.
The most conspicuous task represented in the sample tools is scraping. This
shows a high correlation with the morphological typology performed on the collection by
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Goebel (1990), in which he identified approximately 93% of the formalized tools in the
collection as scrapers. Three groups o f tools show a heavy inclination toward
unidirectional scraping, comprising 43.9% (n=50) o f the sample, while two more groups
which represent 19.3% (n=22) of the sample, exhibit attributes of both unidirectional
scraping and shaving, the latter being a more obliquely oriented action. When these
groups are inferred as a general representation of scraping activities they comprise 63.2%
(n=72) of the sample. This is not to suggest that these groups are homogeneous in the
types of actual tasks they were employed to perform. Comparisons between the use-wear
attributes of the WR-CI sample, and the results of experimental use-wear studies,
prompted me to infer that a variety of materials were worked by the scraping implements.
Within the sample of scraping and shaving implements 16.7% (n=12) represent
working hard materials such as seasoned wood, bone, antler, and possibly frozen materials
such as meat (Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980). Scraping implements employed to work
medium-hard materials such as firm leather, soaked antler, fresh bone, and semi-soft
woods, comprised 15.3% (n=l 1) o f the scraping activity group. Tools used to work soft
and medium-soft materials such as fresh animal hides, leather working, soft woods, and
other firm vegetal materials, make up 68.1% (n=49) of the scraping implement
classification.
Scraping and shaving are not the only activities suggested for the stone tools.
Evidence of possible cutting and sawing are inferred for 7.9% (n-9) of the implements.
The materials worked in this fashion vary in hardness categories from soft to medium-
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hard. This combination of materials has been inferred as evidence of butchering based on
experimental findings by (Odell 1996).
Approximately 13% (n=15) of the sample exhibited a mixture o f attributes which
suggest creation by taphonomic process. It is possible that some of the tools in this group
do exhibit use-wear attributes, however due to the overall lack of patterning and
somewhat random distribution of edge fracturing, the damage observed on this cluster of
tools was attributed to non-use phenomena.
Finally, 15.8% (n=18) of the tools in the sample failed to yield any discemable usewear attributes during their examination. The absence of these attributes could be
indicative of observer error, variability in the fracture mechanics of raw material, the fact
that the tools were not employed in any tasks, or if employed, the tasks for which the tools
were used were not of the duration or type which allowed the tools to accumulate wear.
6.5

Whatis the spatial distribution o f the inferred tool groups?
Spatial analysis, using the provenience information provided in the Walker Road

Accession Catalog, illustrates that the sample of artifacts from the collection are strongly
correlated with Cluster “A” and Cluster “B” (see Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7 in
chapter 5). With the exception of tools associated with scraping the hard material
category, tool groups show a generally even distribution between the two clusters.
It may be significant that tools which exhibit wear indicative of working hard
materials are grouped consistently in Cluster “B”, with two exceptions. It must be
remembered that the functional groups elucidated by this analysis are general in nature,
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and to think that all of the tools in group #1 singularly represent scraping motions applied
to hard materials would be overly optimistic. It is quite possible that some scraping tools
from groups #2, #3, #5, and #7, may also have been employed to work hard materials, as
well as the possibility that some of the scraping implements contained in group #1 could
be false positives. Another factor to keep in mind is that a wide variety of specific tasks
could be represented within a material group. For instance the 10 implements from group
#1 which are located in Cluster “B” could represent 10 different episodes of working 10
different types of materials of roughly equivalent hardness.
Aside from the feet that the WR-CI sample is highly correlated with the two
artifact clusters, there does not appear to be any spatial patterning of the groups
elucidated by the hierarchical cluster analysis. The lack of any utilized tools from Cluster
“C” supports the position put forth by Goebel (1990) that this artifact accumulation
“consists chiefly of debitage from one flaking event” (1990:9).
6.6

Rawmaterial variability
As was noted in chapter 5, the WR-CI sample used in this study was dominated by

chert. Chert has the highest frequency of occurrence in all the groups elucidated by the
hierarchical cluster analysis, with the exception of group #8, which lacks observable usewear attributes, at least at the level o f the low power approach. Rhyolite artifacts
comprise the majority of this group, consisting of 78% (n=14) of its membership.
Although the reasons for this phenomena are unclear, one likely candidate is the fracture
mechanics of the raw material. It could be that the rhyolite found in the collection is
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simply not as conducive to accruing the traces o f wear that the chert implements are. This

is a juxtaposition of the results noted for the experimentally used chert and rhyolite tools,
which may again have its basis in raw material variability. Another proposal is that the
tools had not been used for a duration, or on a material, sufficient to accumulate wear.
Still another possibility is the fact that few scrapers were made from rhyolite, and the
attributes which are associated with scraping appear to be the most elementary to identify.
Group #8 is mainly comprised of formal tools which were added to the sample
based on their formalized tool morphology not on the presence of utilized elements,
another possibility for the absence of wear is that the tools had simply not been used, such
artifacts include the Chindadn points of the collection. These artifacts also lacked
evidence of hafting which is not surprising considering that they lacked evidence of use,
since most hafting damage occurs do to the friction o f the fetters on the tool during its
functional implementation (Odell 1977). Yet another possibility is that the formal tools
had been refurbished after use which obliterated signs of wear.
6.7 Summary
As discussed in chapter 2, the previous research performed on WR-CI has
sketched a picture of a temporary camp occupied during the late Pleistocene (Bigelow
1997; Goebel 1990; Higgs 1992). It appears that a relatively high percentage of the tools
from the Walker Road sample analyzed in this study (64% of the scrapers, along with
roughly 36% of the remainder of the sample) represent the working o f soft and mediumsoft material types. These materials are indicative of animal and plant processing. The
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types of plants represented by this material class were probably not present on the Late
Pleistocene landscape of Alaska (Bigelow 1997).
When the paleoenvironmental constraints on firm stalked leafy plants are invoked,
a functional picture forms of a group people who are regularly involved in animal
processing, with an emphasis on hide working, rather than butchery. This picture also
encompasses the working of hard materials, such as seasoned wood, bone, and antler. If
one wishes to stretch inference to its maximum extent, it may be possible to say that WRCI was inhabited during warmer months, as one might expect winter occupations to be
manifest by a high frequency of hard material classes worked since much material worked
would be frozen. Based on the results o f this study, I infer the most salient material class
worked throughout the sample is soft to medium-soft materials, however, not to the
exclusion of other material classes.
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Appendix A
Guidelines for recording tool use experiments (Odell 1975:227)
I. Exact description of the activity performed.
(a) Type of stone used; where acquired.
(b) Description o f fracture properties of this stone.
(c) Kind of stroke used in performance o f activity.
(d) Approximate length of stroke.
(e) Rate o f work (approximate number o f strokes per unit o f time).
(f) Method o f prehension.
(g) Duration of experiment - preferably in number of strokes, rather than
length of time.
II. Exact description of the material worked.
(a) Physical properties; form; hardness.
(b) Manner by which it is held or placed.
(c) Kinds of backing used, if any.
HI. Exact description o f the results.
(a) Whether or not piece was observed before use.
(b) Whether stone was washed after use or left unwashed.
(c) Whether or not observations were made at various stages during use.
What they indicated.
(d) Whether or not the stone was coated or prepared before observation
(e.g. by metallization, methyl violet, indian ink etc.).
(e) Whether or not photographs were taken at various stages during use.
What they showed.
(f) At which magnifications observations and photographs were made.
(g) Which forms o f wear are present; their locations; patterns
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Appendix B
Description of the 8-polar co-ordinate system
This system, developed by George Odell (1996), was used to describe the location
of wear on each tool. Odell describes the use of the system as follows:
...the grid begins and ends at 12:00 as on a clock, the numbers moving
clockwise at regular intervals from 1 through 8. Each piece on which wear
and/or intentional retouch occurs is oriented symmetrically with its ventral
surface downward and the middle of its proximal end at 6:00. Wear and/or
retouch is then recorded with regard to the PCs affected (Odell 1996:35).

The 8-polar co-ordinate system.

Figure 8: The 8-polar co-ordinate system, reproduced from Odell 1996:37
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Appendix C
Data collection code sheet for experimental tools (Smith 1999).
USEWEAR EXAMINATION CODE SHEET: EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
1. Artifact No.
2. Raw Material
1. OB. Obsidian
2. CT. Chert
3. CA. Chalcedony
4. RH. Rhyolite
5. BA. Basalt
6. GR. Granite
7. SA. Sandstone
8. UN. Unknown
3. Location of Wear
1. Polar Coordinate (1-8, location of utilized element)
2. UN. No usewear recognized; ambiguous evidence; undeterminable; tool edge
weathered/eroded, to a point where tool edge details have been lost.
3. NA. Tool not conducive to Polar Coordinate System (ie. Pebble tool, etc.)

4. Stone Blank Type
1. CR. Core (item from which flakes have been removed for use)
2. CF. Core fragment (unintentionally produced shatter)
3. BF. Biface
4. FK. Flake (intentionally produced flake)
5. BL. Blade
6. CP. Cobble or Pebble
5. Technical Edge Modification
1. UM. Unmodified
2. UN. Unifacial retouch
3. BR. Bifacial retouch
4. UB. Unifacial and bifacial retouch
5. EG. Edge grinding
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6. Plane Intercept Angle
1.Angle of intercept o f working edge planes, approximately 2mm from edge.
2. UN. Unknown due to undetermined location o f utilized element.
3. NA. Pebble or Cobble Tool
7. Utilized Element Shape, in plan view
1. CX. Convex
2. ST. Straight
3. CV. Concave
4. RE. Recurved
5. PB. Point (2 sided bifacial)
6. PT. Point (3 sided projection)
7. PR. Projection (4 sided projection)
8. CS. Convex surface
9. FS. Flat / planar surface
10. CS. Concave surface
11. UN. Unknown, utilized element not identified
8. Utilized Element Shape, seen on edge
1. ST. Straight
2. CU. Curved
3. RE. Recurved
4. PT. Point (3 sided projection)
5. PR. Projection (4 sided projection)
6. SU. Surface (any kind)
7. UN. Unknown
9. Utilized Element Shape, seen in cross-section
1. BP. Bi-planar
2. CX. Plano-convex
3. CV. Plano-concave
4. CC. Concave-convex
5. BX. Biconvex
6. PT. Point
7. PR. Projection
8. SU. Surface
10. Abrasion Location, indicating position of polish, striation and/or dulling
1. NO. Absent
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2. EU. Edge, unifacial
3. EB. Edge, bifacial
4. OF. One facet of several ridges/planes
5. MF. Multiple facets of ridges/planes
6. SR. Surface, >5mm from edge
7. EA. Edge, bifacial asymmetrical
11. Degree of Topographical dulling of the utilized element
1. NO. None observed
2. RO. Roughened; isolated areas of smoothing
3. RD. Rounded; contiguous areas of smoothing
4. FT. Flattened; contiguously smoothed areas >lmm in extent
12. Polish, describes the reflection of light from abraded surfaces
1. NO. No difference from unmodified parent material
2. MT. Matte; diffiise reflection o f light
3. BR. Bright; focused reflection of light from specific areas
4. VI. Vitreous; brilliant reflection o f light from extensively abraded surfaces
5. AP. Addition o f worked matter (worked matter adheres to utilized element and
obscures polishing)
13. Orientation of Striations from the Working Edge
1. NO. Absent
2. PA. Parallel to edge or projection facet
3. OB. Oblique to edge or projection facet
4. ST. Sets o f parallel striations, >5mm from edge
5. RA. Apparently randomly oriented striations on surface >5mm from edge
14. Microfracture Location on the Utilized Element
1. NO. Absent
2. EU. Edge-unifacial
3. EB. Edge-bifacial
4. OF. One facet o f projection or point
5. OP. Opposed facets o f projection or point
6. EA. Edge-bifacial asymmetrical
7. SR. Surface, >5mm form edge
8. RD. Rounded edge o f cobble or pebble
15. Microfracture Distribution on the Utilized Element
1. NO. Absent
2. CO. Continuous; microfractures overlap with each other on a worn edge.
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3. CL. Close; microfractures abut each other, but generally do not overlap.
4. UE. Uneven; microfractures are separated from one another by at least the
width of one microfracture.
5. SG. Clustered; microfractures are arranged in multiple but separate groups.
6. MX. Mixed; alternating clusters o f overlapping microfractures, unevenly on
either face.
7. MB. Macro-break; a single large scar or cluster of large scars.
8. IS. Low number of isolated microfractures
16. Microfracture Termination
1. NO. Absent
2. FD. Feather type 1; defined finial
3. FI. Feather type 2; indistinct finial
4. FC. Combination o f FD & FI
5. HG. Hinge; recurved termination
6. ST. Step; truncated termination
7. SH. Shear; fracture or torsion snap
8. CM. Communition; multiple, overlapping and incompletely propogated shear
fractures
9. FH. Feather and hinge in roughly even amounts
10. FU. Feather and Hinge in uneven amounts with a propensity toward Feather
11. HU. Feather and Hinge in uneven amounts with a propensity toward Hinge
12. SF. Step and Feather in uneven amounts with a propensity toward Feather
13. SU. Step and Feather in uneven amounts with a propensity toward Step
14. FS. Feather ami step in roughly even amounts
15. HS. Hinge and step fractures in roughly even amounts
16. HH. Hinge and step in uneven amounts with a propensity toward Hinge
17. SS. Step and Hinge in uneven amounts with a propensity toward Step
18. FE. Feather and Shear fractures on roughly even amounts
19. CR. Crushing damage on edge of cobble or pebble
20. UN. Undetermined
17. Length of Microfractures, from Initiation to Termination
1. NO. Absent
2. SM. Small (<lmm)
3. MD. Medium (<2mm)
4. LG. Large (2.1-4.9mm)
5. MA. Macro-fracture (5.00mm+)
18. Trajectory of Microfractures in Relation to Utilized Element Edge
1. NO. Absent
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2. PR. Perpendicular to edge
3. OB. Oblique to edge
4. EV. Even combination of perpendicular and oblique fractures
5. NA. Trajectory undeterminable due to crushing
19. Prehension; Manner of Holding Item
1. NO. Tool and haft not held at moment of use (e.g. projectiles)
2. PR. Precision grip (between thumb and forefinger)
3. PO. Power grip (between fingers and palm)
4. HH. Tool held by haft while in use (e.g. knife, scraper)
5. UN. Unknown
20. Motion Employed
1. CU. Cut, unidirectional; longitudinal incision under static load.
2. CB. Cut, bi-directional; longitudinal incision under static load.
3. SH. Shave; simultaneous longitudinal and transverse incision by an edge at acute
angle under static load.
4. SC. Scrape; edge-transverse incision by edge over a surface, under static load.
5. AW. Awl; semi-rotary incision by a point or projection under semi-static load.
6. DR. Drill; rotary incision by a point or projection under semi-static load.
7. GR. Grave; incision by a point or projection under static load.
8. AZ. Adze, hoe or pick; orthogonal incision under dynamic load.
9. PL. Plane; orthogonal incision under static load.
10. CH. Chop; longitudinal incision under a dynamic load.
11. IM. Impact; incision by an edge, point or projection under dynamic load.
12. WG. Wedge; incision and wedge action by edge and/or plane under dynamic
load.
13. AB. Abrade; sliding contact between two surfaces under static load.
14. PD. Pound; percussive contact between two surfaces under dynamic load.
15. PR. Perforate; puncture or perforate material under a dynamic load.
16. UN. Unknown, ambiguous evidence, undeterminable
21. Activity Carried out in General Terms
1. PR. Projectile impact
2. BT. Butchery (thawed)
3. BZ. Butchery (frozen)
4. SS. Hide working (wet or dry scraping)
5. BC. Bone carving
6. PP. Soft plant processing
7. HW. Heavy-duty woodworking
8. LW. Light duty woodworking
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9. DG. Digging
10. HP. Perforation of hard matter
11. SP. Perforation of soft matter
12. SW. Stone-working
13. AW. Antler working
14. Unknown
22. Worked Material
1. SA. Soft animal (fresh skin, meat, hair, fat)
2. SV. Soft vegetal (most non-woody plant material)
3. SI. Soft inorganic (loose sand)
4. MA. Medium animal (dried skin, leather, cartilage, frozen and/or dried meat,
fish, soaked antler, boiled horn and bone)
5. MV. Medium vegetal (fresh deciduous woods, most temperate conifers)
6. MI. Medium inorganic (compact silt, loam, clay, fine gravel)
7. HA. Hard animal (fresh bone, antler, ivory, shell)
8. HV. Hard vegetal (dried, seasoned deciduous woods, dense conifers)
9. HI. Hard inorganic (stone, ochre, coarse gravel, ceramics)
10. UN. Unknown
23. Number of Strokes per tool
24. Direction of Tool Use
1. UD. Unidirectional
2. BI. Bidirectional
25. Length of Stroke in cm

Appendix D
Photographs of experimental tool edges, before and after use.
Activity #1: Task #1, Group #1, Scraping fresh Birch for 50 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 10: Tool #12 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #1: Task #1,Group #1, Scraping fresh Birch for 100 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 11: Tool #11 before use, magnification lOx.

Figure 12: Tool #11 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #1: Task #1, Group #1, Scraping fresh Birch for 200 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 14: Tool #10 after use, magnification 60x.

Activity #1: Task #1, Group #2, Scraping fresh Birch for 50 strokes, chert.

Figure 15: Tool #82 before use, magnification lOx.

Figure 16: Tool #82 after use, magnification lOx.

Activity #1: Task #1, Group #2, Scraping fresh Birch for 100 strokes, chert.

Figure 18: Tool #83 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #1: Task #1, Group #2, Scraping fresh Birch for 200 strokes, chert.

Figure 20: Tool #84 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #1: Task #2, Group #3, Scraping seasoned Birch for 50 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 22: Tool #14 after use, magnification lOx.
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Activity #1: Task # 2, Group #3, Scraping seasoned Birch, 100 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 24: Tool #13 after use, magnification lOx.
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Activity #1: Task #2, Group #3, Scraping seasoned Birch, 200 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 26: Tool #15 after use, magnification lOx.
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Activity #1: Task #2, Group #4, Scraping seasoned Birch for 50 strokes, chert.

Figure 28: Tool #85 after use, magnification lOx.
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Activity #1: Task #2, Group #4, Scraping seasoned Birch for 100 strokes, chert.

Figure 30: Tool #86 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #1: Task #2, Group #4, Scraping seasoned Birch for 200 strokes, chert.

Figure 32: Tool #87 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #2: Task #3, Group #5, Cutting frozen meat for 50 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 33: Tool #43 before use, magnification lOx.

Figure 34: Tool #43 after use, magnification lOx.
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Activity #2: Task #3, Group #5, Cutting frozen meat, 100 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 35: Tool #44 before use, magnification lOx.

Figure 36: Tool #44 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #2: Task #3, Group #5, Cutting frozen meat, 200 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 38: Tool #45 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #2, Task #3, Group #6, Cutting frozen meat for 50 strokes, chert.

Figure 40: Tool #64 after use, magnification lOx.
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Activity #2: Task #3, Group #6, Cutting frozen meat for 100 strokes, chert.

Figure 41: Tool #65 before use, magnification lOx.

Figure 42: Tool #65 after use, magnification lOx.
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Activity #2: Task #3, Group #6, Cutting frozen meat for 200 strokes, chert.

Figure 44: Tool #66 after use, magnification 60x.

Activity #2: Task #4, Group #7, Cutting raw meat for 50 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 46: Tool #19 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #2: Task #4, Group #7, Cutting raw meat for 100 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 48: Tool #21 after use, magnification lOx.

Activity #2: Task #4, Group #7, Cutting raw meat for 200 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 50: Tool # 20 after use, magnification lOx.

Activity #2: Task #4, Group #8, Cutting raw meat for 50 strokes, chert.

Figure 51: Tool # 94 before use, magnification lOx.
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Activity #2: Task #4, Group #8, Cutting raw meat for 100 strokes, chert.

Figure 54: Tool #95 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #2: Task #4, Group #8, Cutting raw meat for 200 strokes, chert.

Figure 56: Tool #96 after use, magnification lOx.

Activity #3: Task #5, Group #9, Scraping hide for 50 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 58: Tool #16 after use, magnification 60x.

Activity #3: Task #5, Group #9, Scraping hide for 100 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 59: Tool #17 before use, magnification lOx.

Figure 60: Tool #17 after use, magnification lOx.
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Activity #3: Task #5, Group #9, Scraping hide for 200 strokes, rhyolite.

Figure 61: Tool #18 before use, magnification lOx.

Figure 62: Tool #18 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #3: Task #5, Group # 10, Scraping hide for 50 strokes, chert.

Figure 63: Tool #67 before use, magnification lOx.

Figure 64: Tool #67 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #3: Task #5, Group #10, Scraping hide for 100 strokes, chert.

Figure 65: Tool #68 before use, magnification lOx.

Figure 66: Tool #68 after use, magnification lOx.

Activity #3: Task #5, Group #10, Scraping hide for 200 strokes, chert.

Figure 68: Tool #69 after use, magnification 60x.

Activity #4: Task #6, Group #11, Awl soaked antler for 50 twists, flint.

Figure 70: Tool #91 after use, magnification 60x.

Activity #4: Task #6, Group #11, Awl soaked antler for 100 twists, flint.

Figure 72: Tool #92 after use, magnification 60x.

Activity #4: Task #6, Group #11, Awl soaked antler for 200 twists, flint.

Figure 74: Tool #93 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #4: Task #7, Group #12, Grave soaked antler for 50 strokes, flint.

Figure 75: Tool #97 before use, magnification lOx.

Figure 76: Tool #97 after use, magnification 60x.
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Activity #4: Task #7, Group #12, Grave soaked antler for 100 strokes, flint.

Figure 77: Tool #98 before use, magnification lOx.

Figure 78: Tool #98 after use, magnification 60x.

Activity #4: Task #7, Group #12, Grave soaked antler for 200 strokes, flint.

Figure 80: Tool #99 after use, magnification 60x.
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Appendix E
Descriptive tables of experimental tasks, and their results

Table 8: Activity #1; Task #1, Descriptions.
Group #

1
Rhyolite

1
Rhyolite

1
Rhyolite

2
Chert

2
Chert

2
Chert

Arbitrary
Tool#

12

11

10

82

83

84

Motion
Employed

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Material
Worked

Fresh Birch

Fresh Birch

Fresh Birch

Fresh
Birch

Fresh
Birch

Fresh
Birch

Number of
Strokes

50

100

200

50

100

200

Length of
Stroke

9-11cm
long
2cm wide

9-11cm
long
2cm wide

9-11cm
long
2cm wide

9-11cm
long
2cm wide

9-11cm
long
2cm wide

9-11cm
long
2cm wide
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Table 9: Activity #1, Task #1, Results.
Group#

1 Rhyolite

1 Rhyolite

1 Rhyolite

2 Chert

2 Chert

2 Chert

Number of

50

100

200

50

100

200

57

55

58

60

56

55

Microfrac.

Edge-

Edge-

Edge-

Edge-

Edge-

Edge-

Location

unifacial

unifacial

unifacial

unifacial

unifacial

unifacial

Microfrac.

Contiguous

Contiguous

Contig.

Close

Close

Close

Feather

Feather

Feather

Feather and

Feather and

Feather

Step in

Step in

roughly even

roughly even

amounts

amounts

Strokes
Edge Angle
in Degrees

Distribution
Microfrac.
Termination

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Microfrac.

Perpen

Perp.

Perp.

Perp.

Perp.

Perp.

Trajectory

dicular

Microfrac.
Length

from the
working
edge
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Table 10: Activity #1, Task #2, Descriptions.
Group #

3
Rhyolite

3
Rhyolite

3
Rhyolite

4
Chert

4
Chert

4
Chert

Arbitrary
Tool#

14

13

15

85

86

87

Motion
Employed

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Material
Worked

Seasoned
Birch

Seasoned
Birch

Seasoned
Birch

Seasoned
Birch

Seasoned
Birch

Seasoned
Birch

Number of
Strokes

50

100

200

50

100

200

Length of
Stroke

7- 10cm
long
2cm wide

7-10cm
long
2cm wide

7-10cm
long
2cm wide

7-10cm
long
2cm wide

7-10cm
long
2cm wide

7-10cm
long
2cm wide
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Table 11: Activity #1,? Task
- #2, Results.
Group #

3 Rhyolite

3 Rhyolite

3 Rhyolite

4 Chert

4 Chert

4 Chert

Number of

50

100

200

50

100

200

58

59

57

64

60

63

Microfracture

Edge-

Edge-

Edge-

Edge-

Edge-

Edge-

Location

unifacial

unifacial

unifacial

unifacial

unifacial

unifacial

Microfracture

Contiguous

Contig.

Contig.

Uneven

Uneven

Uneven

Feather

Feather

Feather

Feather/

Step

Step

Strokes
Edge Angle in
Degrees

Distribution
Microfracture

Step in even

Termination

amounts
Small

Medium

Medium

Small

Medium

Small

Microfracture

Perpen

Perp.

Perp.

Perp.

Perp.

Perp.

Trajectory in

dicular

Microfracture
Length

Relation to the
working edge
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Table 12: Activity #2, Task #3, Descriptions.
Group #

5
Rhyolite

5
Rhyolite

5
Rhyolite

6
Chert

6
Chert

6
Chert

Arbitrary
Tool#

43

44

45

64

65

66

Motion
Employed

Cut, bi
directional

Cut, bi
directional

Cut, bi
directional

Cut, bi
directional

Cut, bi
directional

Cut, bi
directional

Material
Worked

Frozen
beef steak

Frozen
beef steak

Frozen beef
steak

Frozen beef
steak

Frozen beef
steak

Frozen beef
steak

Number of
Strokes

50

100

200

50

100

200

Length of
Stroke

4-7cm long

4-7cm long

4-7cm long

4-7cm long

4-7cm long

4-7cm long

Table 13: Activity #2, Task #3, Results.
” ----7

-----------------

Group #

5 Rhyolite

5 Rhyolite

5 Rhyolite

6 Chert

6 Chert

6 Chert

Number of
Strokes

50

100

200

50

100

200

Edge Angle in
Degrees

47

49

49

54

53

51

Microfracture
Location

No fractures

Edge-bifacial

Edgebifacial

No
fractures

No
fractures

Edgebifacial

Microfracture
Distribution

No fractures

Close

Uneven

No
fractures

No
fractures

Isolated

Microfracture
Termination

No fractures

Shear/snap

Shear/snap

No
fractures

No
fractures

Shear/snap

Microfracture
Length

No fractures

Small

Small

No
fractures

No
fractures

Small

Microfracture
Trajectory in
Relation to the
Working Edge

No fractures

Perpen
dicular

Perp.

No
fractures

No
fractures

Perp.
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Table 14: Activity #2, Task #4, Descriptions.
Group #

7
Rhyolite

7
Rhyolite

7
Rhyolite

8
Chert

8
Chert

8
Chert

Arbitrary
Tool#

19

20

21

94

95

96

Motion
Employed

Cutting,
uni
directional

Cutting,
uni
directional

Cutting,
uni
directional

Cutting,
uni
directional

Cutting,
uni
directional

Cutting,
uni
directional

Material
Worked

Raw beef
steak

Raw beef
steak

Raw beef
steak

Raw beef
steak

Raw beef
steak

Raw beef
steak

Number of
Strokes

50

100

200

50

100

200

Length of
Stroke

4-7cm

4-7cm

4-7cm

4-7cm

4-7cm

4-7cm
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Group #

7 Rhyolite

7 Rhyolite

7 Rhyolite

8 Chert

8 Chert

8 Chert

Number of

50

100

200

50

100

200

51

54

52

51

54

54

Microfracture

Edge-

No fractures

No

Edge-

Edge-

No fractures

Location

unifacial

fractures

bifacial

unifocial

Microfracture

Contiguous

No

Uneven

Uneven

No fractures

Shear/snap

Feather

No fractures

Small

Small

No fractures

Perp.

Perp.

No fractures

Strokes
Edge Angle in
Degrees

No fractures

fractures

Distribution
Microfracture

Feather

No fractures

fractures

Termination
Microfracture

Small

No fractures

Microfracture

Perpen

Trajectory in

dicular

Working Edge

No
fractures

Length

Relation to the

No

No fractures

No
fractures
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Group #

9
Rhyolite

9
Rhyolite

9
Rhyolite

10
Chert

10
Chert

10
Chert

Arbitrary Tool
#

16

17

18

67

68

69

Motion
Employed

Scraping,
unidirection
al

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Scraping,
uni
directional

Material
Worked

Soaked
caribou
hide

Soaked
caribou
hide

Soaked
caribou
hide

Soaked
caribou
hide

Soaked
caribou
hide

Soaked
caribou
hide

Number of
Strokes

50

100

200

50

100

200

Length of
Stroke

ll-13cm

ll-13cm

1 l-13cm

ll-13cm

ll-13cm

ll-13cm
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Table 17: Activity#3, Task #5, Results.
Group#

9 Rhyolite

9 Rhyolite

9 Rhyolite

10 Chert

10 Chert

10 Chert

Number of

50

100

200

50

100

200

59

56

52

51

59

58

Microfracture

Edge-

No fractures

Edge-

Edge-

No

Edge-

Location

unifacial

unifacial

unifacial

fractures

unifacial

Microfracture

Contiguous

Isolated

Contig.

No

Isolated

Strokes
Edge Angle in
Degrees

No fractures

fractures

Distribution
Microfracture

Feather

No fractures

Feather

Feather

Small

No fractures

Medium

Small

Microfracture

Perpen

Trajectory in

dicular

working edge

No

Small

fractures

Length

Relation to the

Feather

fractures

Termination
Microfracture

No

No fractures

Perp.

Perp.

No
fractures

Perp.
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Table 18: Activity #4, Task #6, Descriptions.
Group #

11
Irish flint

11
Irish flint

11
Irish flint

Arbitrary tool #

91

92

93

Motion employed

Awl, semi-rotary
incision of a point or
projection under a
semi-static load

Awl, semi-rotary
incision of a point or
projection under a
semi-static load

Awl, semi-rotary
incision of a point or
projection under a
semi-static load

Material worked

Soaked wapiti
antler

Soaked wapiti
antler

Soaked wapiti
antler

Number of twists

50

100

200

Table 19: Activity #4, Task #7, Descriptions.
Group #

12
Irish flint

12
Irish flint

12
Irish flint

Arbitrary Tool #

97

98

99

Motion Employed

Graving, unidirectional

Graving, unidirectional

Graving, unidirectional

Material Worked

Soaked wapiti antler

Soaked wapiti antler

Soaked wapiti antler

Number of Strokes

50

100

200

Length of Stroke

8- 10cm

8-10cm

8-10cm
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Table 20: Activity #4,? Task
—-- ---#6
■ and Task #7, Results
Group #

11 Flint

11 Flint

11 Flint

12 Flint

12 Flint

12 Flint

Number of
Strokes

50

100

200

50

100

200

Edge Angle in
Degrees

69

84

61

81

65

65

Microfracture
Location

Opposed

Opposed

Opposed

Edgeunifacial

Edgeunifacial

Edgeunifacial

Microfracture
Distribution

Contiguous

Contiguous

Contig.

Contig.

Macro
break

Macro
break

Microfracture
Termination

Shear/snap

Step

Shear/snap

Feather

Feather

Feather

Microfracture
Length

Small

Small

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Microfracture
Trajectory in
Relation to the
Working Edge

Even:
combination
of perp. and
oblique

Even:
combination
of perp. and
oblique

Oblique

Perp.

Perp.

Perp.
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Appendix F
Dendrogram using Complete Linkage
Rescaled Distance Cluster Combine
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Figure 81: Dendrogram of complete linkage results for the experimental groups.
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Dendrogram using Average Linkage (Between Groups)
Rescaled Distance Cluster Combine
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Figure 82: Dendrogram of the average linkage results for the experimental groups.
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Appendix G
WR-CI variable descriptions, recording methods & code sheet
Thirty-five pieces of information were recorded for each tool. These 35 pieces of
information are broken down into 67 variables. The variables encompass nominal,

binomial, ordinal, and ratio or scale level data. The following is a description of the
recording process and the level of measurement each set of variables characterizes. The
WR-CI data collection code form follows the descriptions.
The first three variables were: (1) artifact

,(2) group, and (3) artifact

catalog number. Artifact number was simply an arbitrary number assigned to each tool in
order to keep track of how many tools had been examined. The group variable represents
the two groups of tools: Walker Road = a, Experimental = b. Artifact catalog number
refers to the University of Alaska Museum’s accession number for each artifact. These
three variables represent nominal level data.
The next three variables were: (4) “raw

’ (Smith 1999:4), (5) “

blank

type” (1999:4), and (6) morphological tool class according to accession catalog. Raw
material refers to the type of stone the tool was manufactured from. The variable of
blank type refers to the morphology of the piece of stone the artifact is manufactured on,
an example would be a flake or a blade. Morphological tool class according to accession
catalog, is the tool class assigned to each artifact as it was identified by previous
researchers in the museum’s accession catalog. Examples are chindadn point or
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endscraper. These three variables are classified as nominal level data.
Variables: (7), (8), and (9), all refer to the refitting of artifacts. Variable (7) refit:
is binomial variable simply indicating whether or not the artifact has been refitted with
another artifact. Variable (8) tool morphology o f refitted tool: is the same as variable (6),
only in deference to the refitted piece, and (9) accession number(s) fo r

is

self explanatory. The data collected using these two variables is of the nominal variety.
Each tool was examined under the Wild stereomicroscope at variable
magnifications of 6x-50x to discern use-wear attributes. Variables (10)-(14) involve

describing the location of utilized elements on tools and mapping those locations using the
8-polar coordinate system, a circular grid divided equally into eight parts labeled 1-8
(Odell 1996). These utilized elements were identified as edges that appeared to possess
damaged not conducive of normal tool manufacture in the context of the tool itself. This
damage is described later by variables (28)-(57).
In order for the SPSS statistical program to be able to make use of the polar
coordinate (pc) information it is necessary to create a separate category for each pc. The
reason that there is five variables instead of eight is because no tool possessed traces of
utilization on more than five pc(s). Variables (10)-(14) are designated aspc-a, pc-b, pc-c,
pc-d, pc-e, since the coordinates themselves are arbitrary monikers used for descriptive
purposes, the data contained in variables (10)-( 14) is nominal level. It should also be kept
in mind that the 8-polar coordinate system is best designed for circular or square objects,
and while it’s use is certainly useful, pc descriptions should be interpreted “liberally not
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literally” (Odell 1996:35). Variable (15) total # o f utilized polar coordinates, quantifies
how many utilized pc(s) each tool has, placing the data collected for variable (15) into the
ratio category of data.
The next set of variables involve technical edge modification of the utilized
element, or the general technical edge modification found on an artifact if a utilized
element was not identified. This data subset contains variables (16)-(20). These five
variables represent binomial data, and indicate the presence or absence of technical edge
modification. The possibilities contained in this subset are: (16) “
1999:4), (17) “
“ unifacialand bifacial

unifacial

” (Smith

”retouch (1999:4), (18) “ ” (1999:4), (19)

retouch” (1999:4), and (20) “edge

” (1999:4). The tools

were assigned to a category based on my ability to identify the presence or absence of
technical modification on the tools edge.
Variable (21) is the “

planeintercept”a (Smith 1999:5). This variable

represents the average of three edge angle measurements from the utilized edge, taken
with a contact goniometer. The plane intercept angles are ratio level data.
Variables (22)-(24) are morphological descriptions of the identified utilized

utilizedelement shape, in

element(s) on the tools. Variable (22) “

1999:5) is a morphological description of the outline of the utilized element from a birdseye-view. When describing this variable on flake or blade tools, the tool was oriented
with its ventral side to the table. Variable (23) “

element shape, seen on

”

(1999:5), this variable was determined by looking directly at the edge of the tool, so that
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the edge bisects the view of the dorsal and ventral sides of the tool. Variable (24)
“utilized element shape, seen in

”cros-etin (1999:5), this variable was described

simply by examining the cross-section of the utilized edge. Examples of the possibilities
for all three of these variables include: “straight, convex, and concave” (1999:5). These
three variables are categorized as nominal level data. Variable (25) number o f utilized
elements, this variable is a summary of the three previous variables, it describes how many
utilized elements each tool has. The choices include: one, two, three or more, and
unknown, if the utilized element is ambiguous or undeterminable. Variable (25) is also
nominal scale data.
Variables (26) and (27) deal with hafting. These variables contain binomial data
indicating presence or absence for the evidence of hafting. Presence of hafting was
determined using two lines of evidence. The first was Odell’s description of hafting:
a bunch or group of removals off one surface is accompanied by a portion
of the opposite face from which no scars are removed. Further down the
edge the situation reverses and so on, so that one observes a pattern of
bunches of scars alternating from one surface to the other... Sometimes
even the effects of individual bindings can be seen on the stone (Odell
1977:174-75).
The second line of evidence comes from Keeley (1982).
He [Keeley] maintains that hafted tools tend to be small, extensively
retouched, commonly curated, often have special features related to hafting
(e.g., notches, shoulders, tangs), and are usually easily assigned to “classic”
morpho-typological categories because of repeated resharpening and
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morphological standardization... (Keeley 1982:802). (Rousseau 1992:21)
With deference to these two lines of reasoning, the presence or absence for evidence of
hafting was inferred.
As previously stated in chapter 3, the functional variables of use-wear analysis can
be broken down into two groups, “abrasion damage”, and “fracturing damage”(Odell
1996:37). There are three distinct varieties of abrasion damage: edge rounding, polish,
and striations (Odell 1996). Variables (28)-(32) address the functional variables attributed
to abrasion damage.
Variable (28) “

abrasionlocation” (Smith 1999:7), this variable possesses bi

data and indicates the presence and position of abrasion damage on the tool. Examples of
abrasion location possibilities are: absent, unifacial, and bifacial (Smith 1999). Variable
(29) “degree o f topographical dulling o f the utilized

(1999:8), examples of the

possibilities for this binomial variable are: “none, roughened, rounded, and flattened”
(1999:8). Variables (30) and (31) are binomial variables which denote the presence or
absence of polish on the utilized element. “Polish is defined as the degree to which a usealtered edge or surface of a tool reflects light” (Rousseau 1992). Since the low power
approach is not conducive to specific analysis of use-polish, polish is only treated as a
present or absent phenomena in this study. The presence of polish was determined by the
researcher observing whether or not the use-altered edge of a tool reflected light.
Variable (32) “

orientationo f striations from the working

” (Smith 1999:8), is a

bimomial variable which describes the presence and location of striations on a tool.
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Examples of the possibilities for this variable are: “absent, parallel to edge or projection
facet, and perpendicular” (Smith 1999:8).
Variables (33)-(57) deal with the second group of functional variables of use-wear
analysis, the attributes of fracturing damage. These 24 variables are broken down into five
groups: 1) microfracture location, 2) microfracture distribution, 3) microfracture
termination, 4) length of microfractures, and 5) trajectory of microfractures (Smith 1999).
The first group, microfracture location, contains variables (33)-(38). These
binomial variables represent presence or absence and location of microfractures on the
utilized element. For the purpose of this study, microfractures are defined as fractures
which the researcher believes are caused by use, and measure between. 1-4.9mm in length
(Smith 1999). When a fracture is 5.0mm or greater in length, it is considered a
macrofracture (1999). Variable (33) microfractures absent, denotes presence or absence
of microfractures (1999). Variables (34)-(38) describe the location of the microfractures
as follows: (34) “
facets o f projection or

dge-unifacF1999:8),
(
(35)
point’ (1999:8), (37) “

(1999:8), (36) “
(1999:8), and

(38) rounded edge o f cobble or pebble. Each utilized element was characterized as
possessing one variable in this group. For instance a single utilized element would not be
recorded as possessing both unifacial and bifacial microfracture locations. Therefore, one
occurrence of presence in variables (33)-(38) resulted in an absence for the other six
variables.
Variables (39)-(45) represent the second group of microfracture variables;
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microfracture distribution (see Figure 80). Like microfracture location, these variables
consist of binomial data. The variables describe the distribution of microfractures as
follows: (39) microfracturesabsent, (40) “

ontic:microfractures overlap w

other on a worn edge” (Smith 1999:8), (41) “close, microfractures abut each other, but

unevmicrofractures
:
are s

generally do not overlap” (1999:8), (42) “
another by at least the width of one microfracture” (1999:8), (43) “

,

microfractures are arranged in multiple but separate groups” (1999:9), (44) “
a single large scar or cluster of scars” (1999:9), and (45) isolated microfractures. Each
utilized element was assigned to one category, thus the presence of the utilized element in
one group precludes its presence in the other six.

rrfTW Trffl
Contiguous, overlapping
fractures.

^

aQ
Uneven, separated by at least
one microfracture.

^ W iA
Qose, abutting without generally
overlapping.

rtT )

tCCs.

Clustered, arranged in
separate groups.

Figure 83, Illustrations of general microfracture distributions.

,
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The third group which describes fracturing damage is microfracture termination
(see Figure 84). This group is comprised of variables (46)-(51). Like the two previous
groups, this group is comprised of binomial data, indicating presence or absence. The first
variable (46) microfracture absent, is self explanatory. The following are the descriptions
of variables (47)-(50), and their definitions set forth by the First Lithic Use-Wear
Conference (Hayden 1979).
[Variable (47) feather termination] As defined by Crabtree (1972:64) “a
flake which terminates in an edge with a minimal margin.” Force seems to
be applied essentially parallel to the flake surface...
[Variable (48) step termination] “A flake or flake scar that terminates
abruptly in a right angle break” (Crabtree 1972:93). There are two
subtypes of step fractures. The first type (Step 1) initiates as a stable
fracture, arrests for microsecond or longer, and then reinitiates in the
direction of the nearest free surface. The second type (Step 2) initiates as a
stable fracture... The growing flake then bends or buckles, leaving an
abrupt step termination with the crack continuing further into the
material...
[Variable (49) hinge termination] A hinge fracture meets the surface at a
steep angle or approximately right angles to the longitudinal axis. Again,
there are two subtypes... retroflexed and nonretroflexed... the loading and
contact conditions under which these two variants occur do not seem to be
significantly different to distinguish them for the purposes of use-wear
analysis at this time...
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[Variable (50) snap

inao] This category incorporates labels such as
term

“break” and “half-moon breakage.” It only occurs with bending initiations
and continues in a relatively straight line to terminate nearly perpendicular
to the opposite face. (Hayden 1979:133-135)
TERMINATIONS
Feather

Hinae

Snap

Figure 84: Illustrations of microfracture termination types, the Ho Ho classification,
reproduced from Hayden (1979).

Variable (51) crushing, is used to describe crushing damage on chipped stone tools, as
well as crushing damage which occurs on non-conchoidally fracturing stone artifacts. The
utilized elements were categorized by which of these terminations they possessed, if they
exhibited more than one type, a value of “1”, indicating presence, was given for each type
present.
Microfracture length is the fourth group which describes the character of
microfractures. Variable (52) “ lengtho f microfractures, from initiation to

”

(Smith 1999:9). This is an binomial variable containing the following possibilities: “small
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(<lmm), medium (l<2mm), large (2.1-4.9mm), and macrofracture (5.00mm)” (1999:9).
The scars were measured with a set of digital dial calipers with the aid of the WILD
stereoscope.
The final group relating to the characterization of microfractures is trajectory of
microfractures in relation to the utilized element edge. This group consists of binomial
variables. The descriptive variables are: (53) microfracture absent, (54) ‘‘'perpendicular
to

edge” (Smith 1999:9), (55) “oblique to

o f perpendicular and oblique

edg'X
1999:9), (56) “rough

fractues” (1999:9), and (57) trajectory undeterminab

due to crushing. Each utilized element was assigned to only one of these categories, thus
a presence value in one variable necessitates absence values in the other four.
Variable (58) “

prehnsio”(Smith 1999:6), contains nominal level data relating to

how the tool was held during use. As previously described in the theoretical background
section, this is a subjective variable which can take on a variety of manifestations.
Indications of hand-held prehension can take the form of backing retouch which dulled an
edge allowing the actor’s hand to grasp the tool without causing damage to her/his hand
(Odell 1977). Hand-held prehension can also take the form of polish and flake scars. The
resulting flake scar terminations are dependant on the angle of applied force exerted on the
tool by the hand (Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980). Hafted tools have also been shown
to accrue prehension damage in experimental studies. This damage is often found in
clusters on only one side of the tool (ie. the dorsal or ventral side). The presence and
location of these attributes along with the presence or absence of hafting evidence, was the
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basis for categorizing the possible prehension used during the tools functional life.
Examples for the possibilities of prehension are: “precision grip, between thumb and
forefinger” (Smith 1999:6), “power grip, between fingers and palm” (1999:6), and tool
hafted while in use.
Variable (59) “motion

”em
ployd (Smith 1999:6), is a subjective determinati

the researcher based heavily on the overall characterization of the edge damaged described
for each tool. This includes edge dulling, polish, and striations of abrasion damage, and
the location, distribution, scar termination, length, and trajectory of microfractures.
Examples of the possible choices the researcher had for this variable are: “cutunidirectional, longitudinal incision under a static load” (1999:6), “scrape-edge-transverse
incision by edge over a surface under a static load” (1999:6), and unknown, ambiguous
evidence, undeterminable.
Variable (60) not multifunctional, and variable (61) possible multifunctional,
relate to the multiple uses of single tools and are binomial variables. Although function
was not inferred for these variables, they are based on whether or not the tool possessed
more than one utilized element. If those utilized elements appeared to have different types
of edge damage characterized by different combinations of abrasion and fracturing
damage, it would be considered to be a possible multifunctional tool. Another tool may
possess two utilized elements that have very similar wear patterns, and may represent the
same activity, this tool would not be considered multifunctional.
Finally., variables (62)-(67) are ratio scale data which describe the provenience
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information for the artifacts. The provenience of each tool was collected from the Walker
Road Accession Catalog. The following is a description of the variables: (62) northing,
(63) easting, (64) depth, (65) northing for refits, (66) easting for refits, and (67) depth of
refits.
All of the variables were recorded using the WR-CI data recording form, which
can be found following these descriptions in this appendix . Once all the data had been
recorded it was entered into the 10.00 Statistical Programs for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
computer program, where the data was subjected to analysis.
A review of the recorded variables shows the heavy reliance on C.M. Smith s
(1999) data collection form. One may wonder why not just replicate Smith’s form and use
it as the primary data collection sheet. This was not done because some of Smith’s
variables were specific to his study, and also because his form was constructed for
recording an experimental program, thus relying on the asssumption that a tool’s actual
function is known. Not only were a variety of variables and their possible outcomes added
to the Walker Road data collection form, but the value scale of data was modified in many
cases from nominal to ratio scale data. Many of Smith’s possible outcomes for variables,
were transposed into their own binomial coded variables, expanding the possibilities of
statistical analysis. Smith’s recording form was infinitely helpful in the organization of the
WR-CI form, however enough modification was warranted that it could not be wholly
superinposed onto the WR-CI sample.
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USEWEAR EXAMINATION CODE SHEET
WR-CI (HEA-130)

1. Artifact No.
2. Group
a Walker Road
b Experimental
3.Artifact Catalog No.
4. Raw Material
1. OB. Obsidian
2. CT. Chert
3. CA. Chalcedony
4. RH. Rhyolite
5. BA. Basalt
6. GR. Granite
7. SA. Sandstone
8. UN. Unknown
5. Stone Blank Type
1. CR. Core (item from which flakes have been removed for use)
2. CF. Core fragment (unintentionally produced shatter)
3. BF. Biface
4. FK. Flake (intentionally produced flake)
5. BL. Blade
6. CP. Cobble or Pebble
6. Morphological Tool Class According to Accession Catalog
1.FK. Flake
2. BF. Bladelike Flake
3. BL. Blade
4. PB. Proximal Blade Fragment
5. MB. Medial Blade Fragment
6. DB. Distal Blade Fragment
7. BT. Bladlett
8. WE. Wedge
9. PI. Point

10. PP. Projectile Point
11. CH. Chindadn Point
12. LP. Lanceolate Point
13. SP. Splinter
14. SA. Shatter
15. BU. Burin
16. PF. Perforator
17. NT. Notch
18. ES. Endscraper
19. SS. Side Scraper
20. AS. Angle Scraper
21. CS. Convergent Scraper
22. SC. Scraper
23. CO. Chopper
24.BI. Biface
25. FB. Biface Fragment
26. KN. Knife
27. UI. Uniface
28. CR. Core
29. CF. Core Fragment
30. CT. Core Tool
31. PT. Pebble Tool
32. DN. Denticulate
33. AB. Abraider
34. HA. Hammerstone
35. PL. Plane
36. UN. Unknown, unspecified
7. Refit
1. NO. Tool has not been refitted
2. YS. Tool has been refitted
8. Tool Morphology of Refitted Tool.
1.FK. Flake
2. BF. Bladelike Flake
3. BL. Blade
4. PB. Proximal Blade Fragment
5. MB. Medial Blade Fragment
6. DB. Distal Blade Fragment
7. BT. Bladlett
8. WE. Wedge

9. PI. Point
10. PP. Projectile Point
11. CH. Chindadn Point
12. LP. Lanceolate Point
13. SP. Splinter
14. SA. Shatter
15. BU. Burin
16. PF. Perforator
17. NT. Notch
18. ES. Endscraper
19. SS. Side Scraper
20. AS. Angle Scraper
21. CS. Convergent Scraper
22. SC. Scraper
23. CO. Chopper
24.BI. Biface
25. FB. Biface Fragment
26. KN. Knife
27. UI. Uniface
28. CR. Core
29. CF. Core Fragment
30. CT. Core Tool
31. PT. Pebble Tool
32. DN. Denticulate
33. AB. Abraider
34. HA. Hammerstone
35. PL. Plane
36. UN. Unknown, unspecified
9. Accession Number(s) for Refitted Piece(s)
10. Location of Wear
1-8. Polar Coordinate (1-8, location of utilized element)
11. Location of Wear
1-8. Polar Coordinate (1-8, location of utilized element)
12. Location of Wear
1-8. Polar Coordinate (1-8, location of utilized element)
13. Location of Wear
1-8. Polar Coordinate (1-8, location of utilized element)
14. Location of Wear
1-8. Polar Coordinate (1-8, location of utilized element)

15. Total # of utilized polar coordinates
Technical Edge Modification (Binary variables)
16. em unmod = Unmodified
17. emuni = Unifacial retouch
18. em bi = Bifacial retouch
19. ern u b = Unifacial and bifacial retouch
20.em_grind = Edge grinding
21. Plane Intercept Angle
22. Utilized Element Shape, in plan view
1. CX. Convex
2. ST. Straight
3. CV. Concave
4. RE. Recurved
5. PB. Point (2 sided bifacial)
6. PT. Point (3 sided projection)
7. PR. Projection (4 sided projection)
8. CS. Convex surface
9. FS. Flat / planar surface
10. CS. Concave surface
11. UN. Unknown, utilized element not identified
23. Utilized Element Shape, seen on edge
1. ST. Straight
2. CU. Curved
3. RE. Recurved
4. PT. Point (3 sided projection)
5. PR. Projection (4 sided projection)
6. SU. Surface (any kind)
7. UN. Unknown
24. Utilized Element Shape, seen in cross-section
1. BP. Bi-planar
2. CX. Plano-convex
3. CV. Plano-concave
4. CC. Concave-convex
5. BX. Biconvex
6. PT. Point
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7. PR. Projection
8. SU. Surface
9. UN. Unknown
25. Number of Utilized Elements
1.0N. One
2.TW. Two
3.MR. Three or more
4.UN. Unknown
Hafting (Binary variables)
26. no_haft
27. ys_haft
28. Abrasion Location, indicating position of polish, striation and/or dulling
1. NO. Absent
2. EU. Edge, unifacial
3. EB. Edge, bifacial
4. OF. One facet of several ridges/planes
5. MF. Multiple facets of ridges/planes
6. SR. Surface, >5mm from edge
7. EA. Edge, bifacial asymmetrical
29. Degree of Topographical dulling of the utilized element
1. NO. None observed
2. RO. Roughened; isolated areas of smoothing
3. RD. Rounded; contiguous areas of smoothing
4. FT. Flattened; contiguously smoothed areas >lmm in extent
Polish, describes the reflection of light from abraded surfaces (Binary variables)
30. no_polis = polish absent
31. ys_polis = polish present
32. Orientation of Striations from the Working Edge
1. NO. Absent
2. PA. Parallel to edge or projection facet
3. OB. Oblique to edge or projection facet
4. ST. Sets of parallel striations, >5mm from edge
5. RA. Apparently randomly oriented striations on surface >5mm from edge
6. PR. Perpendicular
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Microfracture Location on the Utilized Element (Binary variables)
33. nofrac = Microfractures absent
34. edgeuni = Edge-unifacial
35. edgebi = Edge-bifacial
36. opposed = Opposed facets of projection or point
37. e biasym = Edge-bifacial asymmetrical
38. edround = Rounded edge of cobble or pebble
Microfracture Distribution on the Utilized Element (Binary variables)
39. nodistri = Microfractures absent
40. co = Continuous; microfractures overlap with each other on a worn edge.
41. cl = Close; microfractures abut each other, but generally do not overlap.
42. ue = Uneven; microfractures are separated from one another by at least the width of
one microfracture.
43. sg = Clustered; microfractures are arranged in multiple but separate groups.
44. mb = Macro-break; a single large scar or cluster of large scars.
45. is = low number of isolated microfractures
Microfracture Termination (Binary variables)
46. absterm = Microfracture absent
47. feather = Feather termination
48. hinge = Hinge termination
49. step = Step termination
50. shersnap = Shear termination, or torsion snap
51. crush = Crushing damage on pebble or cobble
52. Length of Microfractures, from Initiation to Termination
1. NO. Absent
2. SM. Small (<lmm)
3. MD. Medium (<2mm)
4. LG. Large (2.1-4.9mm)
5. MA. Macro-fracture (5.00mm+)
Trajectory of Microfractures in Relation to Utilized Element Edge (Binary
variables)
53. notrajec = Microfracture absent
54. perp = Perpendicular to edge
55. oblique = Oblique to edge
56. even = Even combination of perpendicular and oblique fractures
57. un crush = Trajectory undeterminable due to crushing
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58. Prehension; Manner of Holding Item
1. NO. Tool and haft not held at moment of use (e.g. projectiles)
2. PR. Precision grip (between thumb and forefinger)
3. PO. Power grip (between fingers and palm)
4. HH. Tool held by haft while in use (e.g. knife, scraper)
5. UN. Unknown
59. Motion Employed
1. CU. Cut, unidirectional; longitudinal incision under static load.
2. CB. Cut, bi-directional; longitudinal incision under static load.
3. SH. Shave; simultaneous longitudinal and transverse incision by an edge at acute
angle under static load.
4. SC. Scrape; edge-transverse incision by edge over a surface, under static load.
5. AW. Awl; semi-rotary incision by a point or projection under semi-static load.
6. DR. Drill; rotary incision by a point or projection under semi-static load.
7. GR. Grave; incision by a point or projection under static load.
8. AZ. Adze, hoe or pick; orthogonal incision under dynamic load.
9. PL. Plane; orthogonal incision under static load.
10. CH. Chop; longitudinal incision under a dynamic load.
11. IM. Impact; incision by an edge, point or projection under dynamic load.
12. WG. Wedge; incision and wedge action by edge and/or plane under dynamic
load.
13. AB. Abrade; sliding contact between two surfaces under static load.
14. PD. Pound; percussive contact between two surfaces under dynamic load.
15. PR. Perforate; puncture or perforate material under a dynamic load.
16. UN. Unknown, ambiguous evidence, undeterminable
Possible Multifunctional Tool? (Binary variables)
60. nomulti = not multifunctional
61. ysmulti = tool may be multifunctional
62. Provenience Information: Northing
63. Easting
64. Depth
65. Northing for Refits
66. Easting for Refits
67. Depth of Refits

Appendix H
Examples of use-wear attributes on tool from the WR-CI sample.

Figure 85: Perpendicular, contiguous feather terminations on obsidian.

Figure 86: Perpendicular, contiguous feather terminations on chert.
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Figure 87: Perpendicular, contiguous feather terminations with faint pencil marks on the

Figure 88: Contiguous, obliquely oriented hinge fractures on chert.

Figure 89: Perpendicular, contiguous step and hinge scars on rhyolite.

Figure 90: Perpendicular and oblique, contiguous step fractures on chert.

Figure 91: Perpendicular clustered step fractures on chert.

Figure 92: Oblique, contiguous step fractures on chert.
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Figure 93: Perpendicular, close snap fractures on chert.
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Appendix I
Observational results of WR-CI artifact examination, displayed in frequency tables

frequency Percent

Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Obsidian

5

5.3

5.3

5.3

Chert

78

58.4

58.4

73.7

Rhyolite

25

21.9

21.9

95.6

Basalt

3

2.6

2.6

98.2

Granite

1

.9

,9

99.1

Unknown

1

.9

9

100.0

Total

114

100.0

100.0

frequency Percent
Core

3

Core fragment 1

Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

2.6

2.6

2.6

.9

.9

3.5

Biface

5

5.3

5.3

8.8

"lake

56

57.9

57.9

56.7

Blade

35

30.7

30.7

97.4

2.6

2.6

100.0

100.0

100.0

Cobble/pebble 3
Total

114
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"requency

Percent

^alid Percent Cumulative Percent

"lake

15

13.2

13.2

13.2

31adelike flake

?

7.9

7.9

21.1

Blade

19

16.7

16.7

37.7

Blade fragement

2.6

2.6

40.4

Wedge

9

.9

41.2

Point

.9

.9

42.1

Chindadn point

2.6

2.6

44.7

^anceolate point

9

9

45.6

Splinter

9

9

46.5

Burin

1.8

1.8

48.2

Perforator

5.1

5.1

54.4

^otch

1.8

1.8

56.1

28.1

28.1

84.2

Side Scraper

5.1

5.1

?0.4

Scraper

1.8

1.8

P2.1

Chopper

9

9

P3.0

3iface Fragment

9

9

P3.9

<Cnife

9

9

P4.7

5ebble tool

3.5

3.5

P8.2

dammerstone

9

9

P9.1

Plane

9

9

100.0

100.0

100.0

Zndscraper

Total

32

114

Table 24: WR-CI sample, technical edge modification.
Jercent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
7requency
27

23.7

23.7

23.7

LJnifacial retouch 73

54.0

54.0

87.7

9

7.9

7.9

95.6

Unifacial/bifacial 5

XA

XA

100.0

100.0

100.0

[Unmodified
Bifacial

Total

114

Table 25: WR-CI sample, number of utilized elements per artifact.
5ercent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
frequency
1

59

51.8

51.8

51.8

2

33

28.9

28.9

80.7

3 or more

3

2.6

2.6

83.3

Unknown

19

16.7

16.7

100.0

Total

114

100.0

100.0

Table 26: WR-CI sample, evidence of hafting.
>ercent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
frequency
STo evidence

57

50.0

50.0

50.0

ividence for

29

25.4

25.4

75.4

Unknown/broken

28

24.6

24.6

100.0

Total

114

100.0

100.0
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Table 27: WR-CI sample, abrasion damage locations
frequency 5ercent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Absent

100

37.7

37.7

37.7

LJnifacial

i

3.5

3.5

n :2

Bifacial

2

1.8

1.8

)3.0

ridges/planes

1

9

9

)3.9

5.1

5.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

>5mm from edge 7
114

Total

Table 28: WR-CI sample, topographic dulling of the utilized element.
----------------- —
Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
requency
Slone Observed 111

T7.4

T7.4

T7.4

toughened

9

9

?8.2

Hounded

1
)

1.8

1.8

100.0

Total

114

100.0

100.0

Table 29: WR-CI sample, presence of polish.
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
100.0

100.0

100.0

114

None observed

Table 30: WR-CI sample, orientation of striations relative to the working edge.
Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
frequency
Mone observed 103

?0.4

?0.4

?0A

Oblique

1

9

9

H.2

Handom

7

5.1

5.1

)7.4

Perpendicular

3

2.6

2.6

100.0

Total

114

100.0

100.0
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Table 31: WR-CI sample, microfracture location on the utilized element.
Tequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
''lone observed

18

15.8

15.8

15.8

Unifacial

78

68.4

58.4

84.2

Bifacial

9

7.9

7.9

92.1

Opposed

1

.9

9

93.0

6.1

5.1

99.1
100.0

Bifacial asymmetrical 7
bounded

1

,9

.9

Total

114

100.0

100.0

Table 32: WR-CI sample, micro:fracture distribution on the utilized element.
3ercent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
7requency
'lone observed 18

15.8

15.8

15.8

Contiguous

53

55.3

55.3

71.1

Close

13

11.4

11.4

82.5

Uneven

17

14.9

14.9

97.4

Clustered

2

1.8

1.8

99.1

Vlacro-break

1

9

9

100.0

Total

114

100.0

100.0
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Table 33: WR-CI sample, microfracture termination classifications.
5ercent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
frequency
Sfo fractures

18

15.8

15.8

15.8

"eather

40

41.2

41.2

50.9

Step

14

12.3

12.3

63.2

Snap

6

5.3

5.3

68.4

"eather and hinge 3

2.6

2.6

71.1

"eather and step

19

16.7

16.7

87.7

Tinge and step

9

7.9

7.9

95.6

"eather and snap 4

3.5

3.5

99.1
100.0

Crushing

1

,9

9

Total

114

100.0

100.0

Table 34: WR-CI sample, micro: racture length.
5ercent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Frequency
''lone observed 18

15.8

15.8

15.8

Small

51

53.5

53.5

59.3

Medium

32

28.1

28.1

97.4

Large

2

1.8

1.8

99.1

Macro-break

1

9

.9

100.0

Total

114

100.0

100.0

Table 35: WR-CI sample, microfracture trajectory from the working edge.
Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
frequency
sfo trajectory

18

15.8

15.8

15.8

Perpendicular

78

58.4

58.4

84.2

Oblique

1

3.5

3.5

87.7

iven

13

11.4

11.4

?9.1

9

9

100.0

100.0

100.0

Unknown/Crush 1
Total

114

Table 36: WR-CI sample, -----—manner of tool prehension.
Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
frequency
precision grip

32

28.1

28.1

28.1

Power grip

1

3.5

3.5

31.6

Held by haft

28

24.6

24.6

56.1

Unknown

50

13.9

13.9

100.0

Total

114

100.0

100.0
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Percent

Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Cut unidirectional

2.6

2.6

2.6

Cut bidirectional 5

4.4

4.4

7.0

Shave

5

5.3

5.3

12.3

Scrape

44

38.6

38.6

50.9

Adze

1

9

9

51.8

Chop

1

.9

9

52.6

Abrade

1

9

9

53.5

5ound

1

9

9

54.4

Perforate

3

2.6

2.6

57.0

Unknown

49

43.0

43.0

100.0

Total

114

100.0

100.0

frequency

Table 38: WR-CI sample, possibility of a tools being multifunctional.
5ercent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
frequency
5Jo

58

50.9

50.9

50.9

Yes

8

7.0

7.0

57.9

Unknown

48

42.1

42.1

100.0

Total

114

100.0

100.0
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Appendix J
Dendrogram of Ward’s method of hierarchical cluster analysis for the WR-CI
sample
Figure 94: Ward’s method results for the WR-CI sample.
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Figure 94: Ward’s method results for the WR-CI sample.
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Appendix K
Dendrograms of complete linkage and average linkage methods of hierarchical
cluster analysis
Figure 95: Complete linkage results for the WR-CI sample.
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Figure 95: Complete linkage results for the WR-CI sample.
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Figure 96: Average linkage results for the WR-CI sample.
Dendrogram using Average Linkage
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Figure 96: Average linkage results for the WR-CI sample.
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Appendix L
Tables displaying the use-wear attributes indicative of each of the eight groups
elucidated through hierarchical cluster analysis.
Table 39: Group #1, description of shared use-wear attributes.
Case#/
Accession#

Evidence of
Hafting

Micro-fracture
Location on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Distribution on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Termination

Micro-fracture
Trajectory from
Working Edge

53/
UA86-62-1009

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Step

Perpendicular

114/
UA86-62-505

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Step

Perpendicular

23/
UA85-79-40

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Step

Perpendicular

24/
UA88-58-761

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Step

Perpendicular

14/
UA86-62-1019

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Step

Perpendicular

43/
UA86-62-515

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Step

Perpendicular

69/
UA89-51-186

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Hinge/Step

Perpendicular

80/
UA88-58-34

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Hinge/Step

Perpendicular

16/
UA88-58-114

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Hinge/Step

Perpendicular

17/
UA88-58-32

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Hinge/Step

Perpendicular

84/
UA88-58-170

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Hinge/Step

Perpendicular

19/
UA88-58-37

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Hinge/Step

Oblique

Table 40: Group #2, description of shared use-wear attributes.
Case#/
Accession#

Evidence of
Hafting

Micro-fracture
Location on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Distribution on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Termination

Micro-fracture
Trajectory from
Working Edge

15/
UA88-58-445

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/
Step

Perpendicular

21/
UA85-79-387

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/
Step

Perpendicular

7/
UA86-62-878

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/
Step

Perpendicular

10/
UA88-58-57

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/
Step

Perpendicular

28/
UA86-62-522

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/
Step

Perpendicular

90/
UA88-53-468

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/
Step

Perpendicular

4/
UA88-58-756

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/
Step

Perpendicular

26/
UA88-58-758

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/
Step

Perpendicular

27/
UA88-58-41

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/
Step

Perpendicular

8/
UA89-51-187

Yes

Edge, Unifecial

Contiguous

Feather/
Step

Perpendicular

9/
UA85-79-404

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/
Step

Perpendicular
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Table 41: Group #3, description of shared use-wear attributes.
Accession#

Evidence of
Hafting

Micro-fracture
Location on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Distribution on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Termination

Micro-fracture
Trajectory from
Working Edge

91/
UA85-79-408

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

106/
UA89-51-16

No

Edge, Uni facial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

21

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

85/
UA86-62-631

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

88/
UA88-58-279

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

68/
UA86-62-573

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

83/
UA89-51-141

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

58/
UA85-79-319

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

59/
UA85-79-319

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

52/
UA88-58-446

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

57/
UA88-58-56

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

47/
UA88-5 8-434

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

48/
UA88-58-434

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

31/
UA89-51-25

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

41/
UA85-79-412

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

20/
UA85-79-387

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

30/
UA89-51-25

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

6/
UA85-79-411

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

12/
UA85-79-231

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

UA88-58-542
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33/
UA88-58-469

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/ Snap

Perpendicular

101/
UA86-62-453

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/ Snap

Perpendicular

86/
UA88-58-55

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

100/
UA88-58-48

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

11/
UA89-51-15

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

35/
UA88-58-522

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

70/
UA89-51-186

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

5/
UA88-58-35

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/ Hinge

Perpendicular

Table 41: Group #3, continued
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Table 42: Group #4, description of shared use-wear attributes.
Case#/
Accession#

Evidence o f
Hafting

Micro-fracture
Location on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Distribution on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Termination

Micro-fracture
Trajectory from
Working Edge

51/
UA88-58-38

No

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Step

Perpendicular/
Oblique

103/
UA90-69-150

No

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Step

Perpendicular/
Oblique

67/
UA88-58-416

No

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Hinge/Step

Perpendicular

105/
UA89-51-242

No

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Hinge/Step

Perpendicular/
Oblique

81/
UA88-58-39

No

Edge, Unifacial

Clustered

Hinge/Step

Perpendicular

109/
UA88-58-437

No

Edge, Unifacial

Clustered

Feather/ Step

Perpendicular

87/
UA88-58-667

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Step

Perpendicular

102/
UA90-69-10

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Step

Perpendicular

46/
UA88-58-31

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Step

Perpendicular

76/
UA88-5 8-471

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Feather/ Step

Perpendicular

74/
UA85-79-73

No

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Feather/ Step

Perpendicular

110/
UA88-58-437

No

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Feather/ Step

Perpendicular

113/
UA88-58-320

No

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Step

Perpendicular

97/
UA85-79-405

No

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Feather

Perpendicular

66/
UA88-58-787

No

Opposed

Uneven

Step

Perpendicular
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Table 43: Group #5, description of shared use-wear attributes.
Case#/
Accession#

Evidence of
Hafting

Micro-fracture
Location on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Distribution on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Termination

Micro-fracture
Trajectory from
Working Edge

45/
UA89-51-24

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular/
Oblique

77/
UA88-58-90

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular/
Oblique

40/
UA86-62-588

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular/
Oblique

79/
UA86-62-1031

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/ Hinge

Perpendicular/
Oblique

72/
UA86-62-1035

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/ Step

Perpendicular/
Oblique

75/
UA86-62-1045

No

Edge, Unifacial

Contiguous

Feather/ Step

Perpendicular/
Oblique

73/
UA86-62-1035

No

Edge, Uni facial

Contiguous

Feather/ Step

Perpendicular/
Oblique

71/
UA88-58-762

Yes

Edge, B ifacialAsymmetric

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular/
Oblique

94/
UA88-58-470

Yes

Edge, BifacialAsymmetric

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

39/
UA88-58-763

No

Edge, BifacialAsymmetric

Uneven

Feather

Perpendicular/
Oblique

50/
UA88-58-38

No

Edge, Unifacial

Uneven

Feather

Perpendicular/
Oblique

44/
UA89-51-7

No

Edge, BifacialAsymmetrical

Uneven

Feather/ Snap

Perpendicular

112/
UA89-51-148

No

Rounded Edge of
Pebble

Macrobreak

Snap

Undetermined
due to Crushing
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Table 44: Group #6, descripltion of shared use-wear attributes.
Case#/
Accession#

Evidence of
Hafting

Micro-fracture
Location on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Distribution on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Termination

Micro-fracture
Trajectory from
Working Edge

22/
UA88-58-433

No

Bifacial

Close

Snap

Perpendicular

93/
UA88-58-28

No

Bifacial

Close

Snap

Perpendicular

95/
UA88-58-470

Yes

Bifacial

Close

Feather/ Step

Perpendicular

89/
UA88-58-279

No

Bifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

92/
UA88-58-28

No

Bifacial

Contiguous

Feather

Perpendicular

82/
UA85-79-398

No

Bifacial

Uneven

Feather

Perpendicular

25/
UA86-62-785

No

Bifacial

Contiguous

Snap

Perpendicular

99/
UA88-58-43

Yes

Bifacial

Contiguous

Snap

Perpendicular

3/
UA88-58-542

No

Opposed

Contiguous

Snap

Perpendicular
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Table 45: Group #7, descripidon of shared use-wear attributes.
Case#/
Accession#

Evidence of
Hafting

Micro-fracture
Location on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Distribution on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Termination

Micro-fracture
Trajectory from
Working Edge

42/
UA88-58-36

No

Edge, Unifecial

Close

Feather

Oblique

56/
UA88-58-56

No

Edge, Unifricial

Close

Step

Oblique

55/
UA88-58-45

No

BifacialAsymmetric

Close

Feather

Oblique

34/
UA88-58-469

No

Edge, Unifacial

Close

Feather/ Step

Perpendicular

104/
UA85-79-33

No

Edge, IJnifacial

Close

Snap

Perpendicular

32/
UA89-51-238

No

Edge, Unifacial

Close

Feather

Perpendicular

49/
UA85-79-325

No

Edge, Unifacial

Close

Feather

Perpendicular

13/
UA86-62-209

No

Edge, Uni facial

Close

Feather

Perpendicular

78/
UA85-79-400

Yes

Edge, Unifacial

Close

Feather/ Hinge

Perpendicular
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Table 46: GroupU #8, description
of shared use-wear attributes.
--------Case#/
Accession#

Evidence of
Hafting

Micro-fracture
Location on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Distribution on
Utilized Element

Micro-fracture
Termination

Micro-fracture
Trajectory from
Working Edge

108/
UA85-79-417

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

111/
UA86-62-1123

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

1/
UA90-69-18

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

98/
UA86-62-772

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

107/
UA89-51-1076

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

65/
UA86-62-977

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

96/
UA88-58-1

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

63/
UA88-58-759

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

64/
UA86-62-770

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

61/
UA86-62-296

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

62/
UA88-58-29

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

54/
UA86-62-212

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

60/
UA88-58-767

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

37/
UA88-58-376

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

38/
UA88-58-764

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

29/
UA89-51-77

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

36/
UA89-51-33

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

18/
UA88-58^24

No

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

No Fracture

